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V o l . 5 ,  N o .  10 the grand valley state colleges M a r .1 ,1 9 7 3
Abortion Clinic Planned For GR
On Thursday. February 15. 
the opening o f the first frees­
tanding. non-profit abortion 
clinic located at 1530 Plain- 
Held N.E. in Grand Rapids.
w»n tinii\ruivwvi u« ci a ««v v is ii£
called by the West Michigan 
C om prehensive  Health  
Planning Unit (W M CH PU ). 
Bill G lo v e r ,  a health
Michigan: officially desig­
nated by the State Health 
Department, the Governor, 
and the Federa l 
Government.”
TK#u %i/sM k* ovnlnrinn W ftl• .....•••» ............v ■ ----
abortion needs and just how
is ” to insure that the services 
they receive at the clinic are 
the best possible.”
Legality questioned 
It appears that abortion, as 
o f  this d »f«v  has not been 
declared legal by many o f the 
states. The Supreme Courtthe service will be provided to
insure safety. It was requested offered up until Saturday, 
that W M CHPU name a gov- February 17 for persons to file 
planner with W M C H P U . eming board to establish and appeals. There have been one 
stated that the meeting was oversee the clinic. or two o f these appeals filed,
ca lled  at the request o f  Concerning the governing The Supreme Court has to 
Planned Parenthood. Hospi* o f the clinic, G lover stated njje on these requests. They 
tal administrators, representa- that their Board o f Directors will either decide to hear these 
tives of social agencies, phy si- met Monday, February 19. appeals, or they are going to
cians specializing in obstetrics 
and gynecology, and con­
cerned individuals were in 
attendance.
Form ed in 1968. 
W M C H P U . according to 
Glover, “ is a non-profit Cor­
poration responsib le fo r  
health planning in a twelve 
county region in Western
and decided “ they weren't in 
any position based on what 
they had available to them 
Monday night to act on that 
request as such. So they have
not hear them, and their origi­
nal ruling w ill stand. The 
whole question o f legality will 
remain up in the air i f  the 
Court decides to give the
decided to appoint a commit- appeals a hearing, 
tee that would go into a little Carolyn Heines, Assistant 
more detail.”  Director o f Planned Parent-
o n ! stated further that the hoed :r. Greed Rapids stated, 
main concern o f W M CHPU “ as far as our N ew  York
Legal Counsel is concerned, hearing, anyway.’ 
they feel that the Supreme Clfaic Set to Open
Court Ruling is binding
whether or not there_______ _
appvai in piuvcsa
have
is an
|i---
wiiivii nicy
no intention o f re-
Geology Prof Visits Volcano
'■'The trouble with Iceland is 
diet it lies directly along the 
path o f a highly volcanic Mid- 
Atlantic Ridge. Every few
years there’s an eruption.
“ Y o u ’ d expect people 
wouldn't build in these areas, 
but it seems the Icelanders 
do,”  says CAS  geology pro­
fessor Richard Lefebvre.
Lefebvre spent the week o f 
Feb. 4-11 in Iceland viewing 
the recently erupted Helgafell 
volcano.
For 5,000 years the volcano all the ships were strandedjn 
lay dormant on Heym aey the island’s harbor. When the
island, seven miles o ff  the 
coast o f Iceland. Suddenly, at 
2 a.m., Jan. 23, the volcano 
exploded, destroying Ves- 
tmannaey jar. the island's sole 
village
Profeasor -  Richard T w o  years ago Lefebvre vents only three were open, 
familiarized himself with the
when he visited the (C o ilt . on P9
At this point, the clinic 
will go ahead with the March 
i opening; Dr. Tomorv wiii be 
there and any doctors who feel 
they want to use the facility 
are welcome,”  Carolyn con­
tinued.
“ Before getting involved 
with the clinic, most o f the 
doctors want to wait until this 
legaP question  is c leared  
up—the' legality is a matter o f 
opinion.”
be able to, on the basis o f the 
Attorney General’ s ruling, 
close the clinic down, tem­
p o ra rily . T h e  A tto rn ey  
General in Michigan has said 
that abortion is still illegal. A 
law suit could be the result, 
“ and nobody really wants to 
get into that, anyway.”
CHnic Wins Support 
At the Thursday night meet­
ing sponsored by W M C H PU , 
hospital administrators, and 
many local doctors appeared 
to be in favor o f the clinic. The 
hospitals here cannot do any­
th in  until the legal question 
is settled and until the state 
issu es guidelines, which are 
expected within a week. Hos­
pitals must also consider the
nay.
he held a public lecture in rm. 
132, Lake Huron Hall, where 
slides and turns c? both visits 
were shown.
L e feb v re  related that, 
“ Iron ically, ten years ago 
• after Surtsy’ s eruption, they 
decided to make up an evacua­
tion plan for Heymaey. Two 
weeks before this eruption, 
they had a drill. One day 
before there was a storm and
volcano blew, within seven 
hours the 5,200 residents were 
evacuated to the mainland. 
The on ly  casualty was a 
horse.”
Because the i9 or 20 lava
area 1 0 ) (C o n t . on p g . 3 )
Rebuttal To ZPG
FATHER WADE REPLIES
I regret that the discussion the St. Anthony Messenger,
______________by your has to degenerate into ” m> Jan. ’73. Too Many People:
on ftt Supreme Court scholars are just as eminent as A Christian View* by Arthur 
run* abortion, your scholars.”  but it is at McCormack, a drtcgair to the 
i tried to make two pones: !. least better dam a « i ^  tee*? U N . Population Coamria-
ig like a distant saoa, author of The Poptda- 
papal monster tkm Problem  (C rowd 1970) 
2. That Abortion it on the one hand vs. all the and Popataikm Explosion-4  
the v m g  solution hr r r w  world's eminent scholars on Christian Concern  (Harper 
the wrong problem it being Oka other. The ohh  tnah n  aadRow.forthooannt). If'
lamstflofthsopm- g a tth o n ^  ........ - I i mH i |||f|M | % ^
(Coat, oo H I *  »
taas 2 March 1, 1973
ICONOMIC AID TO KUDIN ANKW
I t  may possibly he that now is a premature time to be sending 
economic aid to North Vietnam, but it is the time fo r  discussion 
o f such a proposal. Many people are comparing the Vietnam 
War to past American wars; some mention is made o f The 
Korean Conflict, hut since the United Stated didn't demolish 
North Korea like it did Germany and Japan in World War 
I I , most people are drawing an analogy between WW l i  and 
The Vietnam War.
It  was not until several years after accepting an offer o f 
unconditional surrender from  Germany and Japan, that the 
United States extended aid to these two countries. In drawing 
analogies from  our present day situation to the United States' 
action after WW II, it must be remembered that such aid 
was necessary to restrain the Soviet Union and the Peoples 
Republic o f  China from  extending their interference in or influ­
ence over m ilitarily defeated and econom ically exhaused 
people.
It  would be o f little rationale fo r  the United States to refuse 
to econom ically rebuild N orth  Vietnam. True, the United  
States didn’t receive an unconditional surrender from  North 
Vietnam and the latter’s independence from  the Soviet Union 
and the Peoples Republic o f  China probably won’t be exces­
sively enhanced by United States economic aid. But maybe 
the 2%  billion dollars the United States is considering to give 
North Vietnam will liberate the North Vietnamese from  their 
perennial lifestyle o f  running around in the mountains and 
crawling in caves being revolutionaries.
It  is just possible that some influencial North Vietnamese 
will some day soon like to barter more widely on the open 
world market than battle forever on the H o Chi Minh Trail. 
Why shouldn’t a business executive from  North Vietnam want 
to try his o r her hand at devaluing the U .S . dollar? I t ’s common 
phenomena that Orientals like co lor televisions.
The biggest fear from  Americans opposing economic aid
X I/i^ fM/taM oM M * M ater stwwwm*t fimm lilr*liUrks%/t th ir
•  4 V | / l  •  #»  r  • « > • > • < • **•  •»« «^ (» < # « »  » * » * V  te M
money will come from  otherwise domestic expenditures. People 
are imagining the O ffice o f  Economic Opportunity drying up 
and directly giving birth to greenbacks being loaded on A ir 
Force One fo r  an 8:15 fligh t from  Washington, D .C . to Hanoi.
The American bureaucratic andior democratic process is 
not a simplistic and easy to manipulate machine. It  hasn’t 
yet been proven that the proposed 2% billion dollars fo r  recon­
struction o f  North Vietnam would come from  what is now 
allocated to the O ffice o f  Economic Opportunity. With people 
like Senator William Fullbright as chairman o f  the Foreign 
Relations Committee in the U .S. Senate, there is no reason 
why Congress can’t get the money subtracted from  the Defense 
Department’s budget.
F or a country as speeding, clumsy, and unpoetic as the 
United States, the best avenue to take in apologizing fo r  any­
thing is the course that got us where we are - money. Like 
when you squash the little neighbor g irl’s barbie doll/or little 
neighbor boy’s puppy under your speeding tire o f your clumsy 
auto; what else is there to do bi, t haul out the biunt and 
unpoetic, but cure-all greenbacks or nowadays master charge.
-  by Ken Schepers
ATO M S FD R  PEA C E  OR PE S TILE N C E ?
There is almost something sacred about Am erica's belief 
in energy. A divine right to all the coal, petroleum, natural 
g/it and any other energy source they may desire. Because 
o f this inherent belief in an inexhaustible supply, the winter 
o f 1973 may well be long remembered. F o r the firs t time 
America faced a shortage o f fuel.
The events leading up to this are not to be discussed here. 
This series will examine a relative newcomer to the Field o f 
Energy production, Nuclear Power.
Atom ic energy first arrived on the scene as a terrible weapon 
o f 'destruction ■. Used only twice, nearly 30 years ago, the reper­
cussions and effects still linger. Yet today we are told to put 
our hopes in this device as the answer to a fin ite supply o f 
fossil fuels. This solution needs to be examined. Any source 
o f  power with the potential o f  destruction o f  this one, either 
intentional o r accidental should be approached with caution 
and adequate investigation.
Is this being done? Has the necessary research been carried 
out to assure safety? Proponents say yes, they point out the 
massive shielding, double and triple security doors. They fe e l 
that airlocks, security guards and safety systems with double 
and triple back up systems assure that no holocaust will occur.
But is this the truth ? F or many concerned with environmental 
and public safety issues there are insurmountable problems, 
that forbid nuclear power. They ask o f  waste disposal and 
sabotage, fee l there are numerous problems only ha lf solved; 
background radiation, thermal pollution and massive land 
usage in area’s where no large bodies o f  water are found.
A fter examining this issue it is quite clear there are many 
half truths. However, the question involved is one too important 
fo r  half-truths, or decisions bused on emotion. Nor should 
one rally to the side o f  a cause because o f  friends, propaganda 
or personal benefit as the issues involved here are too broad 
in scope to be treated in one article, this one will be the firs t 
o f  three. Next issue a look at the disclaimers o f  nuclear power. 
A statement o f  their position. Touching on the vitai questions 
o f  waste disposal, sabotage, radiation and liability fo r  public 
safety.
What is nuclear energy? Why is there public danger (a fa ct 
both sides admit to)? The essence o f  nuclear power is heat. 
N ot the heat o f  a flam e, but the heat o f  the disintegration 
o f a mass o f  enriched uranium. This heat causes steam, which 
in turn spins the blades o f  a turbine and produces electricity. 
Simple? In theory yes, however, the practical application is 
monumentally complicated, and expensive.
With 12 plants either planned nr in operation in Michigan 
it is something that concerns everyone. Everyone should have 
access to the issues involved, able to make a decision free  
o f  pressure. This is the purpose o f  this series. With 6%  o f  
the world population, America consumes 33% o f  the energy 
produced globally, something must be done, and soon. The 
question is what?
-M ike Bauer
p n o ? ! 7
Music has been defined as “the or ait of combining onstage was lost in the busines»-Hke atmosphere of the conven-
M u n ia in i t u  '  * fk M I
Now , however, it shoeid be defined as a cogiacrriaiiTcrt pro- M cL a g h fe , however, was unique. His R E A L  chi 
duct, it is hemming less and less a tool of personal expression made his music all the more exciting and moving. It 
for now ft is becoming a tool of pnaSi. it snmrthing more than music. His character made his music
PEACE Prize 
for NIXON?
In a society gone mad, even 
the most outrageous absurdity 
is taken in stride. But last 
week, a movement embarked 
upon by some Republican 
Congressmen was shocking 
enough to arouse even the 
most apathetic citizen. It was 
announced then, that this 
group was going to nominate 
Richard M . N ixon  for the 
Nobel Peace Prize.
Nixon - Peace. Two words 
that are so incongruous that 
when they are used in the 
same sentence they cancel 
each other out. N o  other man 
deserves a Peace prize less, 
and what he would have to do 
to erase his transgressions 
against Peace would take 
more years than he has left. 
His record has no basis to 
begin any approach to the 
qualifications required to^be, 
elig ib le for any award ior
Nixon — who committed 
one o f the most unreasonable, 
inhuman, acts o f bombard­
ment upon a civilian popula­
tion since W W  II.
Nixon — who was elected 
amidst the graft, spying, and 
corruption o f Watergate and 
ITT .
Nixon — who has polarized 
the US more than any other 
man today.
Nixon —  who has secluded 
himself from his country arid 
its' people with his office and 
neither seeks nor wants to 
hear what the people have to 
say.
N ix o n  - who w ill g iv e  
amnesty to a convicted crimi­
nal like James Hoffa but will 
refuse to g ive  amnesty to 
those who had the strength o f 
character to not participate in 
an act that was contrary to 
their moral principles.
Nixon deserves no Peace 
Prize fo r the so-called V iet 
Nam peace. That is not a
of American participation
hookfon and rales. Tbt
OMo. Grand The sparide in Ms eyes was reflected in the enetgy of Ms 
•jjjfcqiidMy «* tnnrttr r f f o  fn h y  o f Ms life as wel as
them, bat the spirit of orthcsrifiriinsH to grie fins type of dedienrion to their wntlf
His love for Ms fcfiowen  is given so finely that 
m degrading fin oaaKty weald be drained and enhanced if they attempted to do the
troops ts not a 
Richard Ninon's
of
He
George McGovern, Daniel
of thousands of 
s who dedicated
•d^DjMptttpose of dm convention was to give
And he did so with as
was obsessed by Ms erthe 
i k r a S M t o k  D r
Knowledge From Experience 
In Internship Program
(Cont from pg. 1)
many letters received oppos­
ing abortion. !n addition, 
there have been nurses who 
have threatened to resign if the 
procedure was done in their 
hospitals.
Although opposition to the 
abortion clinic was expressed 
early in the meeting, concerns 
were apparently answered by
the founder o f  the planned 
clin ic. Gerald S. Tom ory,
m .D.
The only way a hospital 
could possibly handle the 
number o f patients, even if 
they could at this time, would 
be to do abortions at night. 
This is highly unlikely. The 
clinic appears to be the best 
way, at this time.
Planned Parenthood, Caro­
lyn Heines noted, “ will not 
refer anyone to the clinic until 
their Medical Advisory Board 
has thoroughly checked it out 
to insure Safety."
She continued that i f  the 
legal implications are not 
cleared up, “ which should be 
within the next two weeks, we 
couldn’t refer anyone there." 
Although, she seemed confi­
dent that the Supreme Court 
will stick to its' original ruling.
Cathy Marie ft
Look in the Book 
Or Pay More
Proponents are wont to 
ecstatically describe the 
nutritional miracles of natural 
raw foods. In their books.
irritant* in raw foods uMch can 
attack the digestive ay stem from 
the mouth down to tin
foods. "Miraculous gifts of 
nature,”  already cooked by safer
energy ”  i«w veceiabk: “ have 
me fughest nutritive value »  hue
food handed us by nature.”  Dr. 
kirstine Nolfi, director of
impossible to eat taw. With four 
common vegetables -carrots,
cabbage, tomatoes and 
odery-cooking doubles and 
ijsaJmpiei vitamin A and C, and 
minerals tike iron, calcium 
phosphosnn, and potassium.Denmark, flatly states that the 
use o f raw vegetable food totally 
cures or mitigates all infectious 
diseases. Dr. Joseph Evers of the 
Hachen clinic in Germany claims 
to have helped some 15,000 
sufferers o f multiple sclerosis in 
a 40 year period with a diet of
rwmt n r e «n ir » l l i/  ornm m  f i w t «
But, say Soviet nutritionists 
there h no “specific table at 
contents”  for food good for 
everyone. What is good for the 
individual is what he or she 
enjoys eating and nukes the 
individual feel better. However, 
if you prefer thunp cooked, 
both Soviet nutritional science 
and A dele Davis are right behind 
you.
Many scientists believe that 
permitted the rapid evolutionary 
advances o f man in the past 
10,000 yean. Man’s rapid 
advance, they say, took place in 
areas where fresh fruit was rarely
^ u«4a voAne uumw av«ueH/iv uuu  f g w w  >w * « »
all cooked.
Vegetarians, and vegans who 
avoid even animal by-products, 
such as eggs and diary products, 
are urged to serve a raw 
vegetable, raw fruit, raw sprouts 
or unroasted seeds at each meal.
Soviet scientists have discovered 
that natural raw foods contain 
many substances “ vary 
dangerous to animals, including 
nan.”  They found chemical
Newspapers'c r a f t s  ‘Jewelry- Haqaalnes
143 Ottawa 
at Pearl
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letteu to the eat ton
Dear Editor:
In two (at least) of your past 
•J&onv advertisements for the 
airforce have appeared. I believe 
a student paper is not the proper 
place to advertise a military 
establishment. The recent, or 
mOM probably current wsr •« 
Asia has shown the atrocities 
commited by the military. the air 
force in particular. Though Nixon 
may have ordered the raids on 
dikes and hospitals, the meiiiaiy 
carried out these orders. I feel 
there is no need to advertise to 
G V  students to join such an 
immoral organization. The 
recruiter should also not be 
allowed on campus. I realize it 
is the opinion of some that the 
military has a right to advertise 
as do others, but opinion, even 
a majority opinion will not change 
_ the facts of what this organization 
has done, truth is not affected by 
numbers.
1 fed the paper should refuse 
the ads of the military and a!! arms 
and ammunition manufacturers, 
and the recruiter be barred from 
the use o f the campus for military 
affairs. It should be put before the 
students in the form o f a vote, 
or poll, and let them make the 
decision, though we all know the 
students have little say in the ope­
ration of the college as a whole.
I f this cannot be implemented,
1 fed the Lan thorn and perhaps 
the school should be boycotted. 
Thank you.
lames C. Miller
Dear Sir:
Re: David Olson's review of 
jonomun Livingston Seagull. 
David Olson, must have been in 
dire need of subject material for 
the previous issue. If Jonathan 
Livingston Seagull is the only 
book the reviewer has time to 
read (approx, time needed to read 
J.L.S. is thirty to sixty minutes 
- depending on how fast you can 
turn the pages) the readers of this 
newspaper are being cheated.
The reviewer occupied over 
half a page justifying his claim 
uuu Riduuu Bach, the author of 
J.L.S., was into tribiality. The 
reviewer should be commended 
for creative analogies and persis­
tent reminding that i.L.S. is not 
worth rending because o f its 
banality.
Those ofus who enjoyed J.L.S. 
consider ourselves literary 
scholars because we spent a few 
spare moment* with something 
we could identify with. But this 
book probably did more for gett­
ing additional numbers of people 
into (or back into) reading for the 
sake of fen.
Maybe if so many well read 
people in general and critics in 
specific wouldn't press their 
**meaningful!”  insights, via their 
views and reviews, onto 
everyone who will listen, we 
would all be able to judge for our­
selves.
Richard James
F A C T : The white rhino 
(Cerstotbcriuni simus) a  a rare 
and endangered species.
CONJECTURE: Mating is not 
a habit but an occasional thing 
with the white rhino, account­
ing for his rarity.
CONJECTURE: Powdered 
rhinoceros horn used to be con­
sidered a powerful aphrodisiac 
by the Chinese. This may 
account for the relative scarcity 
o f rhinos and frequency of 
Chinese.
Regards.
Doc Ext. 395
v/L'nm
Letter to the Editor
t .  .l. .  :« ,.n ___^ ..„i ia .
■ s i U K  n n u ik v . iu ( i i  m i .
RE: Jonathon L . Seagull 
review
You really shouldn't have 
begun by apologizing in the 
first paragraph. However, I 
think I I I  refrain myself from 
criticizing vour literary style.
Please don’t “ assume'* that 
JLS  is lim ited to being a 
” humanistic(?) allegory o f a 
savior myth or the life  o f  
Christ.”  M y, how limiting. 
You wereii’ t listening, were 
you?
O r should you “ assume”  it 
is a children's book. (W ho 
said?) Have you asked any lit­
tle people their perceptions o f 
the story? M y experience has 
been very positive although 
not just with youngsters.
It 's  been my experience 
that the most profound state 
ments are, at the same time, 
very simple.
It seems you didn't “ feel”  
what Bach was/is saying 
through J.L.S. Too bad for 
you.
Marilyn Dvkhouse
Dear Editor:
tn response to the classified ad 
in the February' 15 Lanthom 
(V o l. 5, No. 9, p. 6) which 
advised anyone interested in the 
mating habits of the white rhinc 
to call Doc at Ext. 395, and in 
an attempt to keep my phone free 
o f crank calk, I offer the follow 
and conjecture.
Dear Editor:
The girls at GVSC would like 
to give the guys a message: We re 
sick of listening to how loneiy and 
homy the guys are in the dorms. 
We don't have any sympathy for 
them at all. They don't seem to 
realize the girls are lonely too. 
and wouldn't mind going out once 
in a while.
The excuses you guys use are 
unreal. You don't need a car or 
money to have a good time. The 
simpliest things are usually the 
best times. Suggestions: 
go for a walk through the ravines, 
go get an ice cream cone, a bas­
ketball game, a movie for 75 
cents, watching TV, listening to 
a new record, or as a last resort, 
ask her to study at the library.
Everyone is complaining how 
dull'the dorm life is getting. But 
the dorms can be whatever we 
make them. It seems that the girls 
are always expected to approach 
the guys: we’re liberated, but not 
that liberated!
Don't get the impression all of 
us girls are just out for boyfriends, 
when all we want is to get to know 
people. We have heard over and 
over that you guys think there are 
not any girls up here, when you 
haven't even given us a chance. 
You guys seem to be in your little 
gangs and with the only common 
interest of liking to drink beer or 
get high. This is quite alright, but 
wouldn't it be nice once in awhile 
to have girls in your company too.
This is just the girl's side of the 
story. Let's start making things 
happen around here. You don't
* o  n o  h o m n  /\r I n  n lK ^ r
I M I  v  V  % V  0 V  X V  ■ ■ »»  V «
schools to have a good time on 
weekends. C— r—  you guys, ask 
a girl out.
Yours truly, 
H. and L.
i* thi bi-paekly student newspaper Valley State Colleges. the opinions i* the tanthorn are those of the staff
i. All correspondence or ffhoeld be directed to IMRSOH 17 LSH GVSC
«  D a v id  O l s o n ,
Dear Mr. Editor.
We would like to commend our 
fine Campus Police Department 
for the excellent mastery of traffic 
control they exhibited on the 
night of February 14 during the 
’ War’' concert. We were ejected 
from class at 10 PM. and trucked 
(.Hit to the northern most parking 
lot adjacent to the ficldhouse.
Surprise. Surprise. Every Lin­
coln. Cadillac and other kind of 
monster size car in Grand Rapids 
was squeezed into that k>t: in the 
traffic lanes, on the sidewalks, 
blocking all exit or entrance 
wavs. They were practically piled 
on lop of each other. The only 
possible exit was to jump the curb 
and navigate the grassy sk>pes in 
front o f the Ficldhouse to the 
street. Well, uc decided, that's 
a preiiy ciW<Tij thing to do to 
the lawn (and our car). So we 
went looking for our friendly 
Boys in Blue. First, we found a 
friendly boy in brown. He told 
me to call the Campus Police.
Bureaucracy. The ticket man 
decided that we ought to pay five 
bucks to use the phone inside - 
he said we were blocking traffic 
- he probably was. too-. Talked 
him out of it. Then we saw him: 
a Campus Police person, i toid 
him what was happening in the 
lot: ''Can't tell ya' to go on the 
grass,”  he said. “ No. I don't 
want to, 1 ve got more respect for 
dirt than that.'' “ But we can't sit 
here til 3 AM either.’ ' “ Can’t 
help ya.”  his voice trailed off as 
he walked away- Returned to the 
lot. Cars lined up behind us - 
people trying io go home from 
classes. We told them about our 
friendly Cop's assistance. Cute, 
they agreed. Sc we go* out finally 
(wait 'til the plant department 
finds out how we all did it). Had
to push a Cauuy while a!! the 
snazzy dressed dudes stood 
around and gaped (he was stuck, 
but nobody else would help, 
afraid to soil their clothes, you 
know?) So where were the police 
people? Gathered around the 
drinking fountain in the fieidh- 
ouse, keeping warm, we're sure.
They sure as hell weren’t helping 
us students, we know that. And 
for this crap they want !5 bucks 
a year to park.
Yours truly. 
Rick Tarchinski 
Pamm Patzer
Dear Sir:
A few remarks on the article 
“ The Age o f Pisces-A Dying
^Everybody can see that it is 
time for a change in this world 
We are changing from the age of 
darkness (Pisces), to the age of 
light. love, and peace ( Aquarius) 
How is such a change going to 
come about? Is it just going to 
happen that everyone is just going 
to sit down and decide OR. » c  
-Ji it now fel's do it: no
more sexual repression or power 
trips, no more polluting or over 
populating.”  Things just don't 
happen that way.
! agree the age o f Pisces is 
exerting a k>t o f strong influences 
but these influences are seen in 
the greed, doubt, fear, boredom 
and insensitivity which seems to 
run rampant in people these days 
So what dn wc do to usher in the 
age of Aquarius? Wc have to be 
at peace w ith ourselves and to be 
able to love our fellow man.
A guru is one who takes you 
out o f confusion and sets you on 
the path of understanding who 
you are and how’ you relate to 
everything. I am a devotes o f Shn 
Guru Mahang Ji, he has given me 
a peace that I searched for, for 
my whole life. He took me from 
my dead end lifestyle and showed 
me an inner light and how to 
experience that subtle vibration 
that helps our breath come in and 
out. ShriGuru MaharajJi's medi­
tation does fantastic things to a 
persons mind. Knots like self­
ishness. pride, and insecurity get 
untied in meditation. Things start 
lolook simple again. Discrimina­
tion gets sharper, and that clear 
direction that comes from being 
in tune with life comes to the sur­
face and makes it easy to live, 
even if a lot of o»h«-r people are 
trying to make it hard.
Once von find neace. vou can- -f ~ m >
share peace. Once you find love, 
you can share love. Share by a!! 
means but first one must find that 
Love and Peace. Shri Guru 
Maharaj Ji has let me experience 
that in my everyday life as a 
GVSC student. The brotherhood 
of man rests on peace and love, 
a heaven on earth, for all the 
people of this planet. Shri Guru 
Maharaj Ji has come to help us 
enter this age of Aquarius by giv­
ing us the love and peace the age 
is based on. He has filled me up 
with just a new joy in Ufe. So all 
1 can say is that. Shri Guru 
Mahar&j Ji has given me a taste 
o f the Aquarian age, which he will 
help us to eater into.
Thank you for your patience. 
Ton Kelly
H,
March
EASTERN PHILOSOPHY FOR A WESTERN MAN |
TNf DAWNING OP AN AM-AQUAJNUS
“WHEN THE MOON IS IN 
THE SEVENTH HOUSE.
«£ ,TER ALLIGNS WITH MARS;
™ EN. PEACE W,LE GUIDE OUR PLANET.
W' LL STEE*  THE STARS.
THIS IS THE DAWNING OF THE AGE 
OF AQUARIUS?
? ^ ? ifONY AND UNDERSTANDING;
■EMPATHY AND TRUST ABOUNDING.
NO MORE FALSEHOODS OR DERISIONS- 
L,V,NG DREAMS AND VISIONS.
MYSTIC CHRYSTAL REVELATIONS
a q u a ™ usT DS TR U E  L ,B E R A T ,o n  -
Front ike stage nmAuetioa “ Hair”  
hy James Hado, Gentme Ragni, Gatp MacDermot 
The Age o f Pisces is coming make all lands together. He 
to an end. and v/ith its death told me that all men will live 
br.ngs the incoming energy o f as brothers and killing will be 
the Aquarian Age. There are no m ore." What the Indian 
many o f  us that feei the time prophet could have foresee 
we a«e living is no different is the Aquarian revelation 
in essence than any other time (Aquarius is symbolized by all
co-op is saving money, and at 
the same time getting the fin­
est food products available. A 
group o f people get together
in mstory. some teei that 
"harmony and understand­
ing". mental liberation, and
astrologers as me man neanng| 
water).
Sometimes it is easier t
peace on earth have always realize the astrological impN 
been the goal o f  humanity', cations o f the Aquarian Age
Good news from the Hud­
son Institute — that prestigi-
we are m oving in to  by 
experiencing the resuilts o f it
._______.... __influence in our own lives.^ —.......................... — ,------
sychology. astrology and east- Several weeks ago, I wrote an ous "Th in k  T an k " run by 
cm philosophy have become article in the Lanthorn on the author Herman Kahn, 
increasingly accepted among- Law o f Rebirth. In this article) A c co rd in g  to Kahn, the
Yet. it has not been until the 
last twenty years that se lf 
realization groups, parap
u ic
st men from all walks o f life. I misleadingly stated that "the Institute recently completed a technology will be developed
Although peace is certainly savage man o f  today that lives six-month study called "P r- to solve all kinds o f  human
not part o f our world at this in underdeveloped cultures is ospects o f  M ankind." and problems —  like hunger, dis-
time. many astrologists claim probably evolving from the they concluded that the only ease and pollution. But that's
that the com ing A g e  o f  animal state," and that "they people who have to fear doom all a bit in the future — like
are going through an evohitio- are the doomsayers them- the end o f the 21st Century.Aquarius w ill bring with it 
many phenomenal changes 
that will alter mans destiny. 
Most aslrgjkwers agree lhat in 
the next fifty years man win 
receive a groat revelation due 
to  the Aquarian influence 
which is the sign o f the zodiac 
depicting freedom , b iuuicr- 
hood and spiritual liberation. 
L e t  us not fo rge t that 
Abraham Lincoln, who freed 
the slaves, was an Aquarian. 
It may also be interesting to
•r
nary cycle y o «  and I have 
been through ages ago."  From 
this statement, I received a Jot 
or feedback which resulted 
two
in turn were printed in the 
issue o f  the Lanthorn. and! 
were entitled "Creamer Gets 
Creamed...Twice." In the let­
ters. I was referred to as an} 
"imperialistic bigot/' and was 
reminded o f human equality 
These two letters, along with
Food for Less at Co-op
Although in somewhat dif- pool their singular food made by a co-op  is . the 
ferent form. the Food Co-op needs into one large quantity cheaper the unit price is.
!* ex!*,cm*  **»« y «»r  ° rder- w hich then is taken Therefore, the more members
A rter floating around fo r directly to the producer o f the a co-op has. the cheaper the 
awhile, it now has settled in food desired. This eliminates cost is to everyone, 
a semi-permanent residence. the com m on ly accep ted  Jo m ing Grand V a lley ’ s 
The main idea behind a food middleman, the grocery store Co-op is no big thir«. it s very
who must mark up the pro- simple. Membership costs 
ducts to make a profit. His $2.00 per person or house- 
profit is passed to you as your hold, w h ichever applies, 
loss. The larger the order Ordering takes place every
other Wednesday in the East 
Commons o f  Lake Huron 
Had. Pickup o f food is made 
the following Tuesday, at 8:00 
p.m., and at this time a meet­
ing is held. Ordering and meet­
ings are usually well pub­
licized on the walls o f Lake 
Huron Hall. Meetings and 
pickups are held at. 6770 Lake 
M ichigan D rive , a white 
house very near the blinking 
light in Allendale. The next 
meeting will be on Tuesday. 
March 6»h. The next ordering 
day w ill be W ednesday. 
March 14th.
The food available includes
a variety o f grains, dried fruit, 
cheese, nuts, vegetables, 
spreads (peanut butter, 
honey, etc.). and several other 
things. A complete list o f 
items and their prices can be 
obtained at an ordering ses­
sion, a meeting or at that white 
house by the blinking light 
v6770 Lake Mich. Dr.)
I f  you eat food, don't be 
afraid to become a part o f this. 
We ail know that people are 
scary, and life is scary, but we 
all want the same thing, and 
therefore might as well work 
together.
— Richard Rtisch
Lanthorn
Bright Future Ahead
(d o lla rs ) w ith a w orld  
econom y o f  $400 trillion  
(dollars).
Also, according to Kahn, 
the study revealed that the
selves. We're all going to be F o r  the tim e being, says 
rich  in about 100 yea rs , Kahn, (q u o te ) “ W e can 
according to the study, and the expect a temporary hump o f 
entire world will have a per troubles." E A R T H  NEW S  
cap ita  incom e o f  $ 10,000
I
B S S S E  S s I s S r  s s S s s i
note that the first president o f  echoed sentiments throughou 
our country, a country that the campus, have convince* 
was founded in the name o f me more than ever that people 
sp ir itua l and p o lit ic a l are being a ffected  by the
freed o m , was a lso  an humanitarianism that is said tc
Aquarian come with the Aquarian Age.
Astrologers ofboth past and I* seems rather doubtful that
present foresee that this people would react with such 
"re v e la t io n "  w ill come to intensity to a statement denot- 
mankind when he humbles « «  cultural superiority if the 
to the point o f reaiiz- » • «£ • « « * «  ~ere to be made 
ing that his selfish materialism three hundred years ago. It is 
is not worth the spiritual dis- doubtful that peoples
harmony that cones with it. nunds would be open enough 
The trend o f brotherhood and to print articles on Eastern 
anti-materialism among the Philosophy in a college news-
y o «h  today I
the Aquarian revelation is Although I had
A
*  c i M i i a B « v  i
This coming fall term our ©t Health 
summer vacationing students 
should return to a barely rec­
ognizable campus. Outside o f 
having the brand new Student 
Center to investigate, we may 
have to do a little detective 
work to find our old stomping 
grounds.
Fortunately for us, I have 
here a draft o f the space allo­
cations for 1973-74, so that
Sciences depart­
ments; respectively. A  few 
o ff ic e s  such as Campus 
A c t iv it ie s  and Student 
Activities, however, will turn 
up in the new Center.
In Lake Superior Hall the 
Lab IV  Dial Access Carrels 
and adjoining lounge area will 
be converted into a cartog­
raphy type room. The Dial 
Access Lab, presently in the
perhaps with religious storage sputhwest corner w ill be 
o f this memorandum, we may developed into a lounge area
J B a a M l a.be able to unearth old institu­
tions.
Beginning on the south end 
o f campus, most o f the busi­
ness m onopo ly  in Lake  
M ichjpn Hall will be moved
and a w orld  map w ill be 
rem ounted in th is area. 
Upstairs, rooms 250 and 251 
wfll be used as dark room and 
lab areas by William James 
College.
Thomas Jefferson's Unit II 
w ill be relocated to Lake 
H uron  H a ll w here the
W G V S  headquarters and 
equipment will move from 
Seidman's basement to the 
Student Center.
M oving across campus, 
Manhou Hall will be develop­
ing an open-type classroom in 
the area now occupied by the 
Action Offices. The Art Gal­
lery area will be resituaied on 
the third level o f the Student 
Center.
The upstairs Commons will 
retain it's cafeteria facilities 
for the dormitory students. 
Downstairs, the Book Store 
area will be replaced by over 
twenty offices, four for hous­
ing and the remainder for Col­
lege o f  Arts and Sciences 
faculty. The snack bar will 
also remain, contradictory to 
popular belief. The G i 
Room, o f  course, is being 
moved to the Student Center 
and thisbyl G^aUKakuk
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THE DOCTOR’S BAG 
Copyright. 1973
by: Arnold Werner. KI D.
Address letters to Dr. Arnold 
Werner. Box 974. East Lansing. 
M l 48823
Each winter a good snare of 
normal, healthy and reasonable 
people get colds, sore throats and 
coughs. Many of these people go 
to unreasonable lengths to com­
bat a basically harmless illness, 
making it clear that some informa­
tion about this common condition 
is needed.
In checking out some facts for 
thi» article, I visited a drug store 
to see what “ cures”  were 
available. After half an hour in 
the long aisle marked “ Cold 
Remedies”  i had barely covered 
the products stocked, when I fled 
the emporium with a case of 
nausea and headache. The array 
of stuff included combinations 
that would do a shaman proud.
5 wss particularly Impressed with 
Nyquil which contained some­
thing for everything, all dissolved 
in 25% aieebol an d  came with if« 
own shot glass. That’s 50 proof 
booze, no wonder it helps you 
sleep! Good bourbon or Scotch 
whiskey, more ithan 80 proof, is 
cheaper and has less potential for 
harm. Useful preparations are to 
be found; avoid combination pre­
parations by purchasing the pro­
duct containing the specific 
ingredient you need, at the lowest 
price. Non prescription 
ingredients are recommended in 
the following paragraphs.
Run-of-the-mill upper respirat­
ory infections (URI's or colds) 
are produced by viruses and 
characterized by any or all of the 
following symptoms: runny nose, 
stuffed nose, sneezing, mild fever
IAI__C\ « . :u ------ n L.____.■ Vlffl I, II1SIU 3UIC UllUfll,
mild cough, hoarseness, and 
malaise (feeling lousy). The ail­
ment is basically self limited and 
visiting a physician for a URI is 
generally a waste o f time, except 
in certain circumstances to be 
Flu”  (influenza) is 
. illness produc- 
of the above symptoms
can include nausea, vomiting, 
Mgk fever, and muscle aches. Flu 
symptoms are usually more
i is i ‘
edrir.c are also effective. Such 
preparations should only be used 
for 2-3 days or else they will cause 
irritation o f the nasal passages, 
producing the same symptoms 
you are trying to alleviate. 
Antihistamines are often included 
in the hodge-podge cold prepara­
tions to dry out runny noses 
(rhinorrhea). They are of ques­
tionable value and may produce 
sedation which can be dangerous 
if you are driving or thinking. 
Common antihistamines are: 
chlorpheniramine, 
bromphertinamine and 
methapyrilene. Mild sore throats 
sometimes feel better i f  you 
gargle with warm salt water (Vi 
teaspoon salt to Vi glass water). 
The so-called antiseptic gargles 
are worthless.
A cough that is unrelenting but 
not producing sputum may be 
managed by sucking hard candies 
which frequently relieves the 
itchy feeling that triggers the 
spasm. If that fails, use a prepara­
tion with a cough suppressant. A 
Hood one is dextromethorphan: it 
usually comes in combination
with glyceryl guiacoiate which is 
supposed to keep secretions 
loose. Again, do not get a cough 
preparation with a lot o f other 
things in it. Hoarseness is best 
treated by not speaking, treating 
the cough and the measures 
which follow.
A few simple, supportive 
measures should be used for all 
colds. Large amounts o f fluids 
prevent dehydration, and in the 
form of soups will provide some 
calories. The use of a humidifier 
is most helpful especially for 
coughs, hoarseness and sore 
throats. Smoking, which kills you 
anyway, is especially bad.
• r
As I have indicated before in 
this column, the use o f vitamin 
C to prevent or treat colds is not 
based on solid research and the 
doses involved are potentially 
more dangerous than the cold 
itself.
QUESTION: Is it possible 
for a woman to have sexual 
intercourse with any o f the 
larger non-human species of 
mammalia? I f so, how would 
this be accomplished?
ANSWER: Sure. Sexual 
contacts between nonhuman 
animals and women are unusual, 
but do occur. The majority of 
these contacts usually are o f an 
orai-genital nature, with the 
beast on the oral side. However, 
large animals can have 
intercourse with women and are 
occasional subjects o f 
pornographic “stag”  films. My 
understanding is that such 
a c tiv it ies  are usually 
accompanied by an amount of 
caution and trepidation 
proportional to the rize of the 
animal involved. Dogs and horses 
appear to be favored and I have
■ «  in  wme i v y v i i  u t w y u n c
making It with a dolphin or
to pose a greater challenge.
Men also have intercourse 
with animals. unsli farm
but see
is of no added value. Aspirin focatioually the question of 
taken with food produces less pmublr pregnancy dirou^i 
gmiric irritation, however. Ulcer h uutan-nonhuman sexual 
fofferers should use contact is raised. Such m  event
— ^  li/ssnrz z si
-  - • * of
U N I T E D  S T A T E S
A T R  F O R C E
S ta f f  Sergeant Roger Keck, United 
States A ir  Force Representative,  
w i l l  Jbe v i s i t i n g  the G r a n d l e y  
State Col leges the f i r s t  Monday of 
each month, from 9:30 AM to 12:00 
noon. Students Interested in t a l k ­
ing to Sergeant Keck about the edu­
cat ional  benefi ts  and opportunit ies  
offered i>y the Air Force may meet 
with him at the placement o f f i c e ,  
room 244, Lake Huron Hall on the 
scheduled v i s i t a t io n  dates or c a l l  
him in Grand Rapids at 456-2418 to 
arrange for an appointment at  a 
more convenient time.
Offlos Tzr onus#£ O H > g
1 COLLEGE JUNIOR f
PROGRAM FOR GIRLS
Attend the college of your 
n i S f f 5 ’ * i . R! C e iV e  o v e r  M 0 0 . 00
-tr — • your Senior year 
Apply during junior 
y«*r. Serve as an 
Ar»y o ffice r (only 
2 years) For de­
t a i ls  contact: Writ* 
ia p t. Dolores Cook
u n i  UAC SeI« c t ‘«" O f f l c r  ■ ill be on the 2nd flo or of Lake
Huron Hall on April 12th 1973
Between 10 end 3 o'clock.’
’ i t ,
Aid For Thu
f o l f V t t M
HELP!
Lots o f attention to the V-N 
POWS these days. Fine. But 
there are other prisoners virtu­
ally ignored by us here in Kent 
County.
Do you care that between 
2 and 3 hundred prisoners 
exist in the Kent County Jail, 
many without a dime: they 
cannot buy tobacco, tooth­
paste, a candy bar, a piece of 
fruit —  none o f the small lux­
uries they need and deserve 
in order to feel likehuman 
beings and not like the garbage 
o f  society, thrown out, dis­
carded? Do you know that 
there are prisoners, male and 
female, shivering in poorly- 
heated cellblccks, wearing 
cottons, without sweaters or 
warm socks?Cold! That many 
o f these prisoners have no vis- 
tors - none - week in, month 
* out?
Can we identify with these 
people, most o f whom are col­
lege age, and who, with high 
frequency, are members o f 
minority groups, victims o f 
policies which began with 
slavery, the rape o f Indian 
lands, accompanied with the 
systematic destruction o f a liv­
ing culture in the southwest 
and west o f  this continent? 
Yes, the inheritors o f those 
policies are most often those 
who fill “ our" prison cells: 
B lacks, Ind ians and 
Chicanos.
! f  we cannot id en tify  
perhaps we are in more trou­
ble than they, for it is human­
ity our society needs, more 
than com puters. In this 
instance, it does not take 
much to show your humanity: 
T o  give $1.00 monthly (more 
or less), hopefully on a regular 
basis, to be used toward a 
commisary fund and to pack 
up your unused sweaters and 
long warm socks, call me, Vir­
gin ia  Cham bers, 454-4212. 
Together, we can get it all 
moving.
Perhaps we can form a small 
group and do more. Many of 
the prisoners have no recrea­
tion - or very, very little. Some 
stay in the same cellblocks for 
months, until sentencing. 
Many never receive a letter, 
much less a visitor. For them, 
human contact means prison 
authority. Father Pst Cawley, 
a young priest in the Betrigan 
mold and chaplin for the 
prison wiii meet with us. So 
will others who are working 
with great effort to establish 
human contact with those who 
enter our jail. Whatever we do 
to meet the needs o f our 
brothers ami sisters in prison, 
it would not only help them: 
it would go a long way to tell 
the local authorities that the 
commuaity cares what hap­
pens at 701 Ball N.E.
You can also call Tom  
Chambers, Ext. 199, to make 
contact or arrangements to 
leave contributions. That 
shonld make it even more easy 
for us.
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FOREIGNERS NEGLECTED 
“ Teachers forget to con­
sider the language barrier o f 
foreign students when assign­
ing leading lists and this diffi­
culty is reflected in the stu­
dents’ grades,”  said John 
Steffens, exchange student 
from Germany. A t the work­
shop on minority groups in the 
G .V .S .C . community held 
last Wednesday night at the 
College Inn, Steffens also said 
that there are students teach­
ing Arabic and not getting paid 
fo r it even though they do 
qualify. Also there is a foreign 
student on campus who hasn't 
seen anything o f America but 
Grand Rapids. He also said 
that finances are a big hassle 
for foreign students. This also 
is a problem  fo r  another 
minority-older students rep­
resented by Linda Cook. She 
felt the “ over the hill gang" 
people need recognition also 
A.R.A. LETTUCE 
La  Lucha Representative 
R ichard  Cam pos w alked 
around the room asking those 
present to examine their own 
lives in terms o f racism and 
p re ju d ice . H e  said that 
administrators have given his 
people the “ run around”  in 
oiganiring “ Latino Day”  last 
year. He hoped that this year 
there could be a Latino Month 
at Grand V a lley . H e also 
railed the A R A  for still selling 
boycotted lettuce.
DEBUNKING THE M YTH 
“ Moat blacks here are not 
here thru Project Make-it as 
•on e  people believe,*' said 
Ready F lood while talking
__  in At_____
phrasing Represenarive Del- 
Hmbs (Dem . C a lif.), Raady
from the administration, a lack 
o f awareness and response to 
minority students in general.”  
Ken Venderbush, Vice Presi­
dent o f Student Affairs, said 
that the problems here could 
be solved and that adminis­
trators do need to be given a 
push.
“ Students here go  to 
D aven p o rt C o lle g e  fo r  
counseling. The counselor for 
American Indian covers three 
schools,”  said Ron Mix o f 20 
American Indian Students in 
the Grand Valley Com­
munity. A  foil time counsellor 
is needed here and recogni­
tion as a student group is 
needed for these students.
After these general discus­
sions there was a short break
for food then the group split 
into five smaller groups. Some 
o f the ideas were exchanged
in these groups, fo r when 
everyone reform ed it was 
generally aired that the prob­
lem o f communicating ideas
and info within the community 
is forever present. T o  this 
Dave Regester, from Counse­
ling, said that ext. 206 is now 
an information switch board 
getting answers for any ques­
tions. Several present noted 
that there was greater faculty 
and administration participa­
tion at the “ creative uses o f 
p ow er in the G V S C  
structure"’ than at this work­
shop. It was also noted that 
in notifying people o f  events 
“ people read only what they 
want to read.*'
The highpoint o f the even­
ing for the fifty or so present 
came when the collective idea.
gened ustfi after tether con­
sideration. It  was felt that
WAR IN CONCERT
The fieldhouse was close to 
being filled to capacity the eve 
o f the War concert, on Wed­
nesday, February 14, at 9:00.
The time dragged on and on 
as the crowd became restless 
and rude. On stage, two 
cou n try -w estern  E ve r ly  
Brothers type performers, 
tried without success, to cap­
ture the attention o f the jeering 
audience. For approximately 
one’hour, we had to endure 
the son-music o f  “ Big Buck”  
who sang o f women, gam­
bling, acorn trees, and other 
such items o f interest. The 
crowd applauded only upon 
their exit.
Finally, “ War”  arrived on 
. the scene, and soon the crowd 
forgot about their impatience 
—  and “ Big Buck.”
They jammed fo r ninety 
m inutes; starting w ith  
“ Gypsy Man,”  followed by 
“ Cisco K id .”  “ You Gotta 
Get Down,”  “ The World is 
a Ghetto,”  and finishing with 
“ Slipping into Darkness.”  By 
the time they played that last 
number, the audience was on 
its* feet; they were definitely 
digging on every note.
Some o f ioc mure outstand­
ing o f those notes were blown 
through a harp played by Lee 
Oskar. His solos, especially 
during “ Gypsy Man,** were 
sexually vibrasonic. He was 
not only in command o f his 
instrument, but succeeded 
where “ Big Buck"  failed, in 
capturing the attention o f  the 
wall to wall crowd.
The combination o f the harp 
and the percussion appears to 
lend uniqueness to W ar's
n>u«u* Pmaalu — *Wa* wumvi Mmru mvuawi vt tiev
•roup shares equally in pro­
ducing the percussion sounds. 
Howard Scott on lead and
structure. A  specific prowess (rative lack o f  interest 
----------------—  ^ th  —
ue l m u r  DepM«c« in by of tlw Studert
puttiug tbe T«lc«t Show L ife office, C iap u i
together. He saw dmt tor any ^ ------- g------
studeatss 
is the hey
for Jewnh stu-
IM d G o t -  - - B y :  R ickard  HeUmama
------- mm *
a §oou jou Os psayiug some 
sotid “ get down music.’ * 
Papa D ee A llen kept the
rhythmic background beat 
moving “ right on”  with a 
conga, bongos, and other 
strange instruments: including 
a hollow Congo drum with 
which Papa Allen produced 
sounds appearing to be like 
those o f a woman having an 
orgasm.
Lonnie Jordan on organ, 
Harold Brown on drums, and 
C h arles  M ille r  b lo w in g  
c larinet, a lto , tenor, and 
baritone saxes, artistically 
provided their talents to com­
plete the instruments! sound 
o f  War.
W ar's singing abilities, i f  
anything, were close tc being 
better than the instrumentals. 
A lthough , an parts grew  
together and the yieid was a 
harvest o f  good, solid, “ get 
down”  music. They sure can 
jam.
“ This reporter here”  was a 
total disaster during the inter­
views with War after the con­
cert - due to an extreme nerv­
ous conditions: Shaky knees 
do not look too cool, trembling 
fingers do not hold a pen too 
well, and a broken tape recor­
der is o f no use at all.
Although, I did rap with 
Lee Oskar for a short time, 
and remembered this much o f 
our conversa tion : Grand 
Rapids was the last stop on 
the tour. They were tired and 
the next day would be back 
in California relaxing before 
recording their next album. 
N o  further tours in the near 
future are planned by the 
group.
W e talked brie fly  about 
audience reactions in the Mid­
west in comparison to the East 
and West Coasts: “ the vibes 
are the same all over - good,”  
said Lee. A ll members were 
pleased with the concert and 
with the audience. “ We had 
a good time,”  Lee concluded.
By Cathy Mariett
W IT H  $ 4  W ORTH o f  g a s  
For College SfvdenisS. Faculty
(Must show l-D.Card)
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11*17Eric was the Grand V 
showoff, and he enjoyed a 
reputation spreading from
he had plodded through every 
page except the last two, the
table had been cleared ot 
paper cups and trash, and cen­
tered squarely in the middle snorts page and a full-page ad 
Lake Michigan Hall to the far was a glaring copy o f  that for J.B. Dudds. Would he 
reaches o f Kistler Dorm for week's Lanthom. The crowd make it? The forced smile 
mastering weirdo stunts to parted as Eric passed through begged for release, and his
impress whoever would pay 
him attention. When he was 
a freshman, he elected himself 
as the d o rm ito ry  Easter' 
Runny, but the rabbit costume 
he w ore w h ile hopping 
through the g ir ls ' side o f 
Robinson consisted o f a pair 
of ears and nothing else. Dur­
ing his second year, he had a 
year's subscription o f the 
World Marxist Review sent to 
P ro f. B a tch e lder. and a 
lifelong enrollment in the 
Playboy Club for Prof. Parise. 
As a junior, Eric was nabbed 
by the campus police while 
enroute to Iroutit with a gallon 
of Rustoleum.
When Eric became a senior, 
he decided that he had to per­
form a feat so horrendous that 
it would secure him an hon­
ored niche in theannals o f 
G V S C  h istory. But what 
would be so prodigious that
and stood by the table. He sur­
veyed the spectators, then 
made a curt bow and stimy 
sat down. The silence was 
reverent.
Eric gazed a moment at the 
newspaper. The crowd leaned 
forward, faces tense, as he 
slowly reached forward and 
picked it up. This was it! He 
tried hard to conceal his ner­
vousness, but his hand qui­
vered slightly as he spread the 
paper out before him. The 
crowd held its breathGrinning 
wanly, he looked down at the 
front page and began to read.
He waded through the 
newspaper's name without a 
hitch. So far so good. The 
da te lin e  he took more
bloodshot eyes fairly bulged 
under the strain o f not closing 
and turning away in revul 
The crowd had dwindled to a 
few o f those with the strongest 
nerves and a Lanthom repor­
ter who periodically shoved 
his fingers in his ears and stuck 
his tongue out at Eric.
Eric broke into a cold sweat 
as he completed the sport
To: Students and faculty o f 
GVSC
Re: The formation o f College 
V III
C o llege V I I I  has been 
created in response to increas­
ing student demands for an 
educational sequence that will 
guarantee employment oppor­
tunity on graduation. The cur­
riculum o f College V II I  will 
be centered around courses 
that will have a specific prag­
matic application to certain 
areas o f local, national and 
international business. The 
college has been created by a 
group o f  local businessmen 
who have become increas­
ingly concerned o ver the
{" purely theoretical and non-applicable educational expert-
vpage and turned the paper] 
over. One page to go, and it 
was an advertisement so it| 
shouldn't be too bad. He reac 
each word one at a time anc 
worked his way down the 
page. His lips were dry anc
:nce o f  to d a y ’ s c o lle g e  
graduates.
The format o f the new col­
lege will be entirely based on 
the work-study concept, with 
general end-of-term seminars
After the first work- 
experience, the student will be 
highly encouraged not to leave 
the program. The founders of 
College V II I  feel that once a 
student has participated in 
College V I I I  ’ s activities the 
student has made a commit­
ment that should be followed 
through. In order to ensure 
continued participation in the 
program, the founders o f Col­
lege V I I I  are prepared to 
make wayward students “ an 
offer they can't refuse.”
The College offers oppor­
tunities for foreign study; 
programs are currently being 
arranged for continued educa­
tion in New York, Chicago, 
and Las Vegas. In the above 
study areas the student will he 
allowed to observe some o f 
the nation's top businessmen 
“ making policy”  and "con­
ducting nation-w ide 
operations.”
College V I I I  will have a 
language requirement which 
entails p ro fic iency  in the 
Sicilian dialect o f Italian. It isto help the student gain a com-
- - . . - . | prehensive view o f his specific hopcj  tjje language require-
cracked from the persistentl program. The aforementioned me^ t wj„ he|p to establish a
smiling, and his vision was! programs are based on a sys- slroni, feelina o f community
" !  huXmife'heirf b,e5 °lmin8 b,.u,:red » e * ai  <«m* analysis breakdown withi* , hec0||ese. A |ong w„h
carefuNy, and his smile held 8|ad he was sitting so that his! (conducted by the founders o f thjs a secret handshake and
weak knees couldn’ t betrayj College V I I I )  o f the needs o f c e r tain by-w ords w ill be
him. I the current job market. The instituted in order that College
The bottom o f  the page| tentative program schedules V II I  members may identify
the girls would swoon around 
him and the guys would trem­
ble with envy? Eric thought 
for a long m om ent, then 
snapped his fingers at the 
same time as a iightbuib 
flashed above his head. He 
knew! He would sit down and 
read a Lanthom from cover- 
to-cover without grimacing. 
Better yet, he would actually 
smile the entire time!
The prospect o f such a gar­
gantuan undertaking made 
Eric a little green around the 
edges, but he was determined 
to go through with it and 
graduate in a biaze o f glory.
He announced his plans in 
public, only to be greeted by 
a general air o f daring dis­
belief. He scheduled the event 
for the following Thurs^py in 
the downstairs Commons. At 
first people thought he was 
just boasting, as he was prone 
to do, but as it became evident 
that Eric was serious, the 
news spread like a wave 
across campus. Everyone 
talked about the brave idiot 
who thought he could master 
a single issue o f the Lanthom. 
During those few days, Eric
firm. The feature story was 
about a mouse that had gotten 
into Prof. Pare’s office, and 
how in her panic, she had
pulled a fire alarm....
Eric read slow ly, trying 
hard to keep his mind o ff the 
contents o f the article and the 
dreadful manner in which it 
was w ritten . Instead he 
thought about flowers, but­
terflies and dirty books, any­
thing that would make the 
smile come a little easier. But 
would that be enough to defeat 
the school paper? His convic­
tion wavered for a moment.
There it was! The first 
typographical error glared at 
him from the third paragraph. 
The corners o f  his sm ile 
tw itch ed  and the crow d  
gasped. Taking a deep breath, 
be control o f himself
and continued reading. Two 
lines later was another mis­
take, and he found it hard not
grew nearer, and Eric felt a 
weight lift from his heart as 
he realized that he would do 
it! But suddenly he panicked 
when he read the last two lines 
o f the ad. They were reversed! 
Somehow the last two lines 
had been interchanged,and 
the momentous d iscovery 
shook Eric to the marrow. He 
swallowed through his grin, 
but he could not overcome the 
weakness that penetrated his 
body. The next thing he 
rem em bered was being 
shaken from  a faint with 
hearty backslaps and con­
gratulations. He had done it! 
True, he had passed out from 
the pressure o f the achieve­
ment, but he had gone down 
with a smile on his face. He 
looked up just in time to see 
the Lanthom reporter slinking
to wince. Maybe it would get through the door with his tail 
easier as he got used to them, between his legs, muttering to
Whew! One article down 
When he finished the first 
page, a buzz o f awe rose from 
the crowd. Slowly he turned 
the page and read the head­
line, “ Letters to the Editor.”  
Maybe this part wouldn’ t be 
so bad since Lanthom staffers 
didn't write them. But four
h im self about what went 
wrong.
-Tony Graham
was a big man, and the girls paragraphs and 23 errors later.
flocked  around him in 
adoration.
Thursday afternoon came 
and the Com m ons was 
jammed with students. One
he began to wonder if maybe 
the staffers did write the let­
ters. His forced smile began 
to ache.
Tw o and a half hours later
are as follows:
1) Union Management.
2) Loan Distribution and Col­
lection Techniques.
3) Currency Exchange and the 
Manipulation o f Chance- 
Based Entertainment.
4) The Distribution o f Phar­
maceutical Supplies.
5) The Role o f  Women in 
Inter-Community Relations.
6) The D issem ination  o f  
Adult-Oriented Art Materials 
and Films.
7) Enforcement o f Extra- 
Community Protection.
8) Non-Traditional Commod­
ity Exchange.
9) The Uses o f Technology in 
Customer Persuation.
Entering freshman and 
transfer students w ill be
required to attend, in their first
themselves to other members 
o f the college.
College V I I I  will have a 
separate graduation ceremony 
wherein the graduates will be 
given a kiss on the right cheek 
and be awarded a trench coat 
and sunglasses. Those failing 
to graduate after four years 
will be given a kiss on the left 
cheek and a dead fish.
The new college is pro­
jected to commence opera­
tions in the fall o f 1973. Col­
iege V I11 will be inaugurated 
with an opening address by 
Dean Anthony (the Tuna) 
Accardo, who will be followed 
by nationally known leisure- 
time economist Jimmy (the 
Greek) Schneider.
It is hoped that College 
V III will help till the needs 
quarter, a class dealing with an. ever growing fieid that 
family structure and the role requires a "n ew  breed”  o f 
o f the family in the formation technicians and managerial 
o f character, specifically as executives. It is to be noted, 
the family relates to adherence as we^’ the com-
to the concept o f  paternal r v c ^ 1° n-<n
loyalty. This course will serve P®JJ'* • *  -VM * • p ^ s c  
as an index o f the Modem s S T led
desire to participate further in *Jg“  “  Z , ' * '  “ n 
College V M I' s programs. Stu- .! mc hln*  for
dents who do not achieve a c cry °ne 
satisfactory grade in this 
course will be asked to leave.
David Olson
Lampoon E d i t o r
CAS MAOASivit ON SA
The Orange Rymd is finally 
in print!!! Volume one o f the 
College o f Arts and Science’s 
literary magazine represents 
the best short stories and 
poems written by Grand VaL
bookstore.
Volume two o f the Orange 
Rymd w ill appear in early 
May o f spring term. The dead­
line foe typewritten submis­
sions is Friday, April 6th.
ley students. The diverse col- Manuscripts should be 
lection of creative endeavors brought to “The Box” in the 
offers great entertainment for English Dept, of Mackinac 
those willing to part with one Hal. If you would like your
ye!- manuscript returned please 
I is on sale in the attach a note indicauag so.
DOPTtMAH
T H R O A T  i s  c u r r e r t l y
the accepted meWn
p i c t u r e  .T o r . y o u n t f  
copies to attendsT
**WS*#KK FE&26 P73
-SHOWS M L y  £00,2*30
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FATHER WADE’S REPLY
those o f environmental con­
gestion and pollution resist 
swift and simple solutions. 
There is no single cause lend­
ing itse lf to a single cure. 
Rather, each problem is a 
synthesis o f several, all spr­
inging from multiple causes. 
Much o f the current discus­
sion on the environment, how­
ever, reveals little or no under­
standing of these complex­
ities.
The desire to ferret out
causes and to swiftly apply 
remedies has led to specula­
tion about several isolated fac­
tors as single determinants o f 
environmental deterioration. 
Rapid population growth has 
been placed at the head o f the 
list— an assignment which is 
deflecting attention from fac­
tors o f more immediate bear­
ing that are further down the 
list or absent from  it 
altogether.
"A lth o u g h  popu lation  
growth is the source o f many 
pressing problems, it is not the 
m^jor factor in environmental 
pollution now. It is quite likely 
it will aggravate the situation 
in the long run, but to consider 
the reduction o f fertility as the 
sole response to present prob­
lems is to consider a woefully 
inadequate solution. Effective 
national measures for enhanc­
ing environmental quality 
must be based on knowledge 
about the com p lex  and 
interacting processes that 
actually underlie pollution 
rather than on the popular 
assertion that population 
growth alone is to blam e." 
( “ A  D isposab le  F e a s t "  
R e s o u rce s , N o . 14, June 
1970).
Much the same argument 
was given in the graduation 
address at Western Mich. U., 
April, 1968, by Dr. Lew is 
M cA d o ry  Branscom b, 
National Bureau Standards, 
Chairman, Joint Institute for 
Laboratory Astrophysics, U. 
o f Colorado, or again by Dr. 
Barry Commoner in his book 
“Closing the Ring ,” (K n op f
1971). Our library has a copy 
o f this book. The library also 
has copies o f several publica­
tions by the Resources for the 
Future Forum. The library 
also stocks the scholarly Jour- 
nal D aeda lus. Serious 
scholars will recall a past issue 
about the world in the year 
2000. These same scholars 
will also know that a forth­
coming will be about pol­
lu tion , conserva tion  and 
related subjects by thirteen 
"eminent scholars" who are 
not so pessimistic about the 
future as such headline grab­
bers as Dr. Paul Erlich and 
his ilk.
Concern about conserva­
tion has recently made the 
news here in Michigan when 
Oov. Milliken tried to get a 
bill through the legislature 
putting strong controls on land 
use against real estate 
speculators. The storm o f 
opposition with cries o f creep­
ing socialism will be around 
foi some time. Again, serious 
scholars will rather turn to 
views such as those expressed 
by W olf Von Eckardt in the 
booked P la ce to L ive , c f.; 
especially V I, 2 " A  Path to 
Real Reform". Copies of this 
book may be found in the col­
lege bookstore.
That the Catholic Church is 
not all that insensitive to prob­
lems o f population is shown 
by what happened on the 
island o f  Mauritius in the 
Indian Ocean. This island is 
about 90% Catholic and was 
taken over by the English from 
the French, The English 
found terrible health prob­
lems, including a high rate o f 
infant mortality. In a crash 
program iney improved the 
health situation with the result 
that the island suffered a reai 
population explosion which 
threatened the food supply o f 
this Isolated place. The gov­
ernment went to the church 
and asked for their help. The 
church agreed to set up birth 
control clinics o f its own and 
the population stabilized to a
: Earn Cash Weekly!
Blood PUuma Donor* 
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satisfactory level and the 
explosion ended.
Finally. I would like to con­
gratulate Dr. Martin for the 
succinctness with which he 
presented the Galileo Myth. 
H. G. Wells could not have 
done better. The only thing he 
seems to have left out is the 
one about dropping those 
things from  the Lean ing 
Tower o f Pisa (the old "kill 
a pedestrian for science" bit). 
In my ten years o f teaching 
history in high school and col­
leges, I found the G alileo  
Myth to be only one o f many 
clinkers repeated in one tex­
tbook after another. Others 
are: Charlemagne could not 
read or write: Henry IV  stood 
for four days in the snow up 
to his knees at Canossa: and 
that oldie but goodie, in the 
M iddle Ages all scholars 
thought the world was flat.
Serious students who might 
like to find out the truth about 
Galileo's run-in with Renais­
sance churchman and who 
have inc time io follow  the 
intricate maze o f court politics 
could do no better than to read 
Giorgio De Santillana’ s book 
The Crime o f  Galileo. Santil- 
lana is an eminent scholar and 
professor at Massachusetts 
Institute o f Technology, "an 
illustrious o rga n iza tion " 
located in Cambridge, Mass. 
The author is enough o f an 
anti-cleric and his disgust with 
the established church should 
be obvious to the blindest 
bigot, much less a dist­
inguished college professor 
with a reputation for objec­
tivity. Whatever went on in 
that affair, it is clear that sci­
ence has precious little to do 
with it Perhaps the best way 
to explain it is that Galileo had 
insulted the Godfathers and 
they made him an o ffer he 
could not refuse. This is, o f 
course, not the Am erican 
Way. Yet I wonder whether 
W A S P  behavior is all that 
ethical either. Consider the 
Cherokee March o f  Tears 
when that valiant nation was 
d riven  out o f  the G rea t 
Smokies because the people o f 
Tennessee and the Carolina* 
wanted their land. Or is this 
hitting to close to home?
Yours truly 
Adrian M. Wade O.P.
Campus Minister
a ns
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WGVC TV GUIDE
Sunday. 3/4/73
8:00 PM The Family Game. "Sex, Sex. Sex"
8:30 PM The French Chef. "Curry Dinner"
9:00 PM Masterpiece Theatre:
Tom Brown's Schooldays.
10:00 PM Firing Line
"What are the challenge? for conservative# in 1973"
Monday, 3/S/73
8:00 PM Special of the week
Hollywood TV Theatre • "Carole"
10:00 PM Washington week in review
10:30 PM Thirty Minutes with Elizabeth Drew.
Tuesday, 3/4/73
8:00 PM Evening at Pops. "Chet Atkins"
9:00 PM Film Odyssey. "M "  
a powerful German film
Wednesday, 3/7/73
8:00 PM America '73
9:00 PM Eye to Eye. "Open Secrets"
9:30 PM World Press
10.00 PM Soul! "Wherever We May Be" 
Stokely Carmichael is guest.
Thursday, 3/8/73
8:00 PM The Advocates. "Should We Create A 
National Court of Appeals to Ease the 
Burden on the Supreme Count?"
9:00 PM An American Family
!0:00 PM International Performance. 
"Tchaikovsky Symphony No. 7"
Friday, 3/9/73
8:00 PM Black Journal. Producer Tony Brown is host.
8:30 PM Off the Record
State issues and events of Mich.
9:00 PM Bill Moyers' Journal. 
"Amnesty: Yes or No"
9:30 PM Behind the Lines. 
Weekly media review
10:00 PM Masterpiece Theatre: 
Tom Brown's Schooldays
Sunday,' 3/11/73
8:00 PM Joan Sutherland:
Who's Afraid of Opera
8:30 PM The French Chef. "Rye Bread"
9:00 PM Masterpiece Theatre: 
Tom Brown’s Schooldays
i0:00 FM Firing Line. "How Does It Go 
wit the Black Movement?" with guest 
Huey P. Newton.
Monday, Aii/75
8:00 PM Special of the Week
“ A Cambridge Debate on Women’s Lib - one 
of the world's most prestigious debating 
clubs, the Cambridge (England) Union 
Debating Society, considers the 
highly charged issue of women’s lib.
9:00 PM Special: A Look at Lincoln 
Features actor Dick Blake
9:30 PM Book Beat. "Herblock’s Stole of the Union"
10:00 PM Washington Week in Review
10:30 PM Thirty Minutes with hostess Elizabeth Drew
Tueaday, 3/13/73
8:00 PM Evening at Pops. “ Lilet Gampel" - 12 yr. old 
virtuoso violinist solos with 
Arthur Fielder and the Boston Pops 
in Mendelsshon’ s "Violin Concerto in E inor."
9:00 PM Film Odyssey. "Beauty and the Beast" 
Jean Cocteau's 1946 film.
WraMBtsBy, 3/14/73
8:00 PM America '73
9:00 PM Eye to Eye. "Monuments"
9:30 PM World Press
10:00 PM Soul! "Alone Again”  — Ester Phillips, 
popular song stylist for over two decades, 
and a performance of Toni Cade 
Bamara's play "the Johnson Girls.’ *
* ^  
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• new cone formed, quickly 
approaching the size o f the old 
cone.
•'The major problem was 
tephra. anything that ejected 
out o f a volcano • whether it’s 
dust-sized or the size o f  a 
house.”
Ten million tons o f the sub­
stance was emitted the first 
w eek. F ive  hundred tons 
landed on top o f the hospital.
Once he gained admittance 
to the island, Lefebvre sat on 
the side o f the old cone taking 
rolls o f pictures.
The presentation Thursday 
utilized two screens. Lefebvre 
attempted to capture on film 
identical scenes from pictures 
he had taken two years ago. 
The difference was astoun-
OVSC SPONSORING 
MODEL U.N.
By: Gordon Morris
GVSC is holding a Model 
United Nations, which will be 
held April 26-28. The Grand 
Valley Model U .N . should 
not be confused with the 
Great Lakes Model U .N ., 
being held in Ann Arbor, in 
March.
The Grand Valley Model 
U .N . is somewhat different 
than other Model U .N .'s  in 
that instead o f inviting other 
colleges to participate, invita­
tions have been sent to high 
schools for the involvement of 
high school students.
What are needed now are 
students from  G V S C  to 
become involved  with the
1 2 am He o i t oi
"Shakespeare's plays were 
written for actors, not for 
readers. Therefote...action is 
more important than poetry,”  
thu? says Michael Birtwistle 
in the director’ s notes to Stage 
3’s production o f King Lear. 
Birtwistle’s statement pretty 
w ell sums up Stage 3’ s 
approach to Lear.
The play opens with Lear’ s 
fool on the throne and the 
decadnet looking court milling 
around the stage. Lear, played 
by Robert Moyer, suddenly 
appears upstage left. His eyes 
are wide, his hair frizzing out 
electrically; gives a touch o f 
madness. The court continues 
to mill around, Lear is obvi­
ously not in control o f 
his kingdom.
Some o f the more ihuggish- 
looking courtiers grab the fool 
and swing him over the six 
foot kc!e in the middle o f the 
stage. One fears for the fool's 
(David Dean's) safety, his 
chin repeatedly misses the 
edge o f the stage by inches. 
The attendants are swinging 
the fool so hard that if they 
let him go he might fly in|o 
the audience.
The play begins with an 
ominousness, that borders on 
a threat. The threat is carried 
from the characters in Lear to 
the actors to the audience. 
The action c f the play takes 
place on a series o f  narrow 
platforms that surround a 
hole. The characters as well 
as the actors literally and 
m etaphorica lly c irc le  an 
abyss.
Stage 3’ s conception o f 
Lear is that it is a fearful play. 
Within its own historical con­
text Lear severs "the great 
chain of being” that pervaded 
the world view o f the 
Elizabethans. Birtwistle and 
the ndors of Stage 3 carry on 
this destructive motion to our 
coMmuporary conceptions. 
Their am i effecti ve assault in 
would seem to 
of what one might
Stratford’s is a trifle provin­
cial. Our conception o f the ” t* 
rad ition a l* ’ approach to 
Shakespeare stems from the 
nineteenth century method o f 
acting Shakespeare's plays: 
wherein the actor would stand 
stage center and declaim  
Shakespeare’s poetry, ignor­
ing the total concept o f  the 
play to the point where some- 
tim es a hidden prom pter 
would feed every line to the 
virtuoso who would then 
deliver it with appropriate 
grandeur.
But Lear is a fearful play, 
it discovers "unaccomadated 
{nan”  as blind, insane and 
murderous. The audience 
may be preserved from this 
statement if the play is per­
form ed w ith beau tifu l 
Elizabethian costumes; mov­
ing poetry: bad villainy* and (fall texmi
salvation or enlightenment. 
This, o f course, is not a nega­
tive criticism; art does not 
have to be reassuring to be 
good. Michael Birtwistle and 
the Stage 3 actors hove 
created a fine work o f art, that 
portrays and creates pain 
through dramatic medium that 
has been stripped to its purest 
form o f action that transcends 
words.
David Olson
ding, • houses buried under 
mounds o f the black porous 
substance, roof tops emerging 
from bases o f black. " I  don’ t 
suppose these people will ever 
build fla t-ro o fe d  houses 
again.”  said Lefebvre.
Heymaey accounts for 12% 
o f  the Ic e la n d ic  fish ing 
industry. The recent volcano 
destroyed the natural harbor, 
destroying as well the island’ s 
primary industry.
One o f  Lefebvre's lasting 
impressions is that o f a group 
o f  the fishermen spraying a 
lava flow, "trying to cool it, 
stop the flow and protect the 
harbor.”  “ The eruption o f 
Surtsy was heralded as the 
birth o f  an island when it 
surfaced,”  he said. " I  call this 
the death o f an island.’ ’
- By Mary Kramer
organization and running o f 
the Model U .N . Also, if any­
one wishes to spare some 
room where the visiting stu­
dents could stay, this would 
be greatly appreciated.
i f  you would like to take 
part in the Grand V a lley  
Mode! U .N ., simplv ca!! the 
Political Science office Jn 450 
Mackinac Hall, ext. 281.
by Gordon Morris
1 A C T  I V I  T I E S  F t E S
listing o f fall and winter tern approved allocations hy the Studentditor's Note: The following is a 
Activities Fee Budget Committee.
Recipitf,
Lanthorn newspaper 
WGVS Radio Station
Coffeehouse 
Art Department 
Wm James College 
English Club 
Black Student Coalition 
ExCo (Comm. Council) 
WGVS Radio Station 
All-Campus Events 
Coordinating Committee 
Wm. James College 
Theater Department
I Art Department 
I English Club 
frn. James College
that it by not taking the 
tkmai approach that says one 
caa oaly tamper with The 
to a certain point and
the good guys sad, but wiser 
at the end. Stage 3 does none 
o f this and they are to be-con­
gratulated.
Stage 3 has made Lear an 
existential nightmare: the 
traditional villains, (well per­
formed by Heather Ramsay,
Anne W ilfqrd.and William 
Hill) begin as more sympathe­
tic than Lear or Cordelia. The 
maiming and murder that 
transpire can 't be easily  
assigned to wicked characters 
with evil motives; everyone is Band
equally culpable or rather no 
one is.
The madness o f Lear as well 
as Lear is the madness o f all 
men. With a universal insanity 
words become meaningless. ITJC 
The all-important stage move-1 Grind Vslley Band 
ment in Lear goes back to the I w »ck Student 
13th century trad ition  o f|9oah*,?,I . 
Com edia delV S p ie  w h e r e M a r k e t i n g  Assoc
mad men performed mimes for 
the amusement of the market 11 
place. Like the 13th century I winter carnival 
market place, the 20th century 
market place is still capable of| WGVS 
toughing at madmen’s 
because they caricature ours, 
but cue feds that one 
with less assurance.
In the final analysis, .
3’s production o f t r o T S ] ‘ Ja,ne* Cofc#e 
devesting. I left the 
mince sick to my stomacl 
from the strobe light th 
accompanies the 
well as sick at heart 
Stage 3’s Lear does 
aot perform the
It pushes the
Purpose
Fall term operating expenses $1,786.00 10-17-72
& new equipment costs
Fall term operating expenses $ 800.00 10-17-72
Fall term film series $ 600.00 10-17-72
Fall term film series $ 500.00 10-17-72
Fall term film series $ 825.00 10-17-72
Major speaker and concert costs $4,000.00 10-17-72
Fall term operating expenses $2,970.00 10-17-72
John Porine concert costs $1,500.00 11-15-72
Alvin Ailcy Dance Theater $ 500.00 11-15-72
“ Essene”  film rental $ 50.00 i i-22-72
"Everybody Players”  fee $ 175.00 11-22-72
Advance for Bandarray expenses $1,250.00 1-5-73
Purpose
Winter term film series $ 400.00 1-19-73
Great Lakes Model U.N. $ 300.00 1-19-73
Conference •
Darkroom equipment expenses $ 800.00 1-19-73
MSC Jazz Band expenses $ 400.00 1-19-73
"Think Black Month" $2,350.00 1-19-73
activities
Supplies and speaker costs $ 130.00 1-19-73
Curator lecture fee $ 300.00 1-19-73
"Titian Follies” $ 50.00 1-19-73
film rental
Winter Carnivai $2,265.00 1-19*73
activities
Winter tern operating (  462.00 1-24-73
* " *"* **" —’O' w $1,928,00 1 . 5 1 7 1
John Hartford concert $1,150.00 2-8-73
Great Lakes Model U.N. $ 50.00 2-8-731
Conference costs
ExCo (Comm. Couaeif 
Public Service Club 
|TJC
ExCo (Comm. Counci)
(
CCL
conceit costs 
Annual NatT 
Lobby
$ 700.00 2-14-1
$ 125.00
$ 30.00
2-14-7
2-14-1
0MAHAVISHNU- MYSTIC
Mahavbhms
“ I don't condemn people 
who use drugs, stated 
Mahavishnu, "a ll I am saying 
is that they aren’t necessary 
to reach that plateau ihat I 
have reached in life ."
Mahavishnu, better known 
to some as John McL aughlin, 
began performing in nis early 
tw en ties  w ith B ig P e te r 
Deuchar and His Professors 
o f Ragtime in Manchester and 
London. He went on to the 
Graham Bond Organization 
(con s is tin g  o f  Bond, 
McLaughlin, Jack Bruce, and 
Ginger Baker), next to a gig 
with Buddy Miles, and then 
came the M ah av ishn 's  
Orchestra's first album enti­
tled "T h e  Inner Mountain 
Flame" in 1970.
M em bers o f  the 
Mahavishnu Orchestra are 
Jerry Goodm an Vplim.Jan 
Hammer, keyboard; B illy 
Cobham, percussion and Rick 
Laird, bass.
Despite Mahavishnu's long 
history in show business, he 
possesses a s in cere and 
genuine character. His willin­
gness to share his life with me 
played a crucial part in gaining 
a deeper appreciation o f his 
music.
" I 'm  a musician second, 
and a disciple first," he stated. 
' ‘My duty is to inspire my lis­
teners. The energy you hear 
is an inspiration."
" i  want to explain that what
8 L U E G R A S S
I practice is not a religion. It 
is Yoga. Through meditation 
anything is possible. You are 
able to block out your miscon­
ceptions that disrupt your 
inner peace."
" I  no longer have any 
doubts about what ! ’ m 
doing," he continued. " I  live 
according to my Master, Sri 
Chinmoy, and it is he who 
inspires my music.
" I f  he was to tell me to quit 
performing, however, I feel I 
would be able to ."
" M y  b e lie f helps me to 
overcom e depression and 
doubts about what I'm doing. 
Human life is a state o f ner­
vousness. I want people to 
know that life, complete life, 
is not something to fear. There 
is truth. I know it. I feel it 
and I work for it. I want to 
be moved deeply and I want 
to help other people to be 
m «*c4 dgpply, alro. w .
"Y o u  have to believe in the 
divine nature o f people," he 
remarked. "Human nature 
exploits our imperfections and 
degrades the natural goodness 
that's in ail o f us."
" I  believe in the divineness 
in you and in all other people. 
By believing in this, it enables 
me to believe in myself and 
my music.”
"M y  music is &n offering to 
the Supreme Being Through 
the grace o f Sri Chinmoy I ’ve 
become more aware o f  the 
presence o f God, within and 
without, and this awareness is
MUSICIAN
manifesting itself in multiple 
ways."
Maha vishnu has been refer­
red to as a master in his own 
right; a master o f his instru­
ment and his talent. He com­
mented that he tried to give 
to music the same spirit and 
energy that life gives to him.
it  has been said that 
"M cLaugh lin 's beliefs and 
spiritual being cannot be 
separated from his music for 
he is attempting, if he has not 
in fact already succeeded, to 
fuse his beliefs with his music. 
This spiritual energy is felt in 
all o f  M cLaughlin 's work, 
whether it is acoustic or 
electric.”
" I  ca n 't  c la ss ify  my 
m usic," state Mahavishnu, 
" it 's  just an expression o f the 
way I feel about living."
His music is a synthesis o f 
jazz, rock, the blues, classical 
and non-western. " I t ’ s my 
fortt o f H «li> I"«k e  to share 
with people what I feel in my 
heart and my music helps me 
to do this.
"Y ou  have to learn to give 
confidence to other people. 
When you begin todo this they 
will be ready to con fid in1
you.”
After being deeply moved 
by his performance, I went up 
to Mahavishnu to share with 
him what 1 had experienced. 
“ You don’ t need to explain 
what you have fe lt .  I 
understand." Peace.
-Candice Drane
National Entertainment
Convention
By GVSC
The 13th annual National 
Entertainment Convention 
was the focal point for national 
collegiate delegates, including 
nine from Grand Valley, along 
with members o f  P .O .T .V . 
(People Oriented Televideo 
from William James College.
The convention was held 
February 18 to 21, in Cincin­
nati, Ohio where artists from 
across the country gathered. 
Various colleges were rep­
resented by appointed  
delegates who were there to 
review a wide selection o f 
entertainment.
P erfo rm ers  like the 
M ahavishnu O rchestra , 
V in ce  V ance and the 
Valiants, the Mac Frampton 
Trio, Maynard Furguscii, and 
Earth, Wind & Fire were the 
main attractions at the con­
vention. They composed the 
nightly showcase happenings 
which consisted o f continuous 
twenty minute performances.
A  local group from Ann 
Aibor, New  Heavenly Blue. 
also ei\joyed the exposure. 
Famous guest speakers like 
Christine Jorgensen were pre­
sent, too.
She talked briefly about 
what it was like to be a trans­
vestite, someone who had 
undergone an operation and 
was changed trran  tire wnh to 
the female stale.
Varying philosophies o f  
entertainment were discussed 
during classroom-type situa­
tions called workshops. The1 
process o f n cgu u au n g  con­
tracts. advertising and pro­
moting, and the use o f video 
were the topics o f  discussion.
P.O .T.V . and Video Tape 
Network participated in the 
V ideo workshops in which 
their opposing views were dis­
cussed. Delegates were able 
to experiment with the video 
equipment and many saw
Attended
Students
themselves for the first time 
on video tape.
"W e  were there to turn 
people on to a fascinating form 
o f entertainment. We weren’ t 
there to sell a product, we 
w ere there to get peop le 
involved with video," stated 
a member o f P .O .T.V .
"Th e  sell job ,’ ’ however, 
seemed to be the main theme 
o f the convention. It was evi­
dent in the exhibitions, the 
workshops, and even the per­
formances.
It was high pressure. People 
were there to sell their acts 
and their ta len ts . " W e  
w ou ldn 't be here i f  we 
w eren ’ t making m o n ey ,"  
stated one o f the promoters.
P .O .T.V . talked
to convention workers, pro­
moters, and met delegates 
from across the country. We 
went to severe! sources to dis­
cuss exactly what was hap­
pening at the convention and 
how it would further the art 
o f entertainment.
Publicity literature, free 
promotional records and post­
ers were passed out. Films 
includ ing " M a r j o " ,  
"F renzy" and "S ri Chir- 
minoy”  were shown. Multi­
media was also present and 
many types o f  communica­
tions were treed to promote 
entertainment.
The Dbcfeie Brothers isd  
V in ce  V an ce  and T h e  
Valiants hosted their own 
parties in the c ity 's  local 
hotels. People crammed iii«c 
e levators  to  share in the 
excitement as new and ever- 
c:.a«giRg trends in entertain­
ment were about to unfold.
Although music, from rock 
to classical, was the main 
attraction o f the convention, 
it was the commercial aspect 
o f it that brought thousands o f 
people together.
-Candice Drane
Major
Earl Scmggs
For those o f you who are 
still not quite sure what an 
example o f Bluegrass is, then 
just turn on the AM radio and 
wait ten minutes. By then you 
will have no doubt heard the 
theme to "Deliverance,” at 
least three times. This song, 
is the first Bluegrass styled 
tune to have been brought 
before the general public in 
many moons. It is performed 
by a guitar and a five string 
banjo, and the taller of these 
instruments is played in the 
style and influence of Earl 
Scruggs.
Scruggs is probably the 
most tamed of «H Bluegrass 
musicians not only because he 
is an inventive and 
techniquelv accomplished 
baojoier, but because he was 
in file right glace at the rfipt 
time. When, m 1945, Scraps 
joined M  Monroe's Bluer
Country
rass Boys, he was able to set 
before M onroe’ s widening 
audience a unique, and until 
then, unheard o f style o f Banjo 
playing which has since been 
called, "the Scniggs three fin­
ger or rolling style." Scniggs 
did not actually invent his 
technique, but rather modified 
and extended the styles he 
heard in his native North  
Carolina.
Earl started playing not long 
after his birth m 1924. He lis­
tened to the Carolina Tar 
Heels, Fisher -Headley, and 
his Aristocratic Pigs, and 
Smith Harnett, all o f whom 
UNptaed and influenced him. 
In Monroe’s finpaii Boys 
group of IMS (considered by 
many to be the first band to
Influenc
it plays Bluegrass. The r45 
through '48 group consisted 
on Monroe, Scruggs. Chubby 
Wise, Cedric Rainwater and 
Lester Flatt. Some o f the 
more famous recordings to 
come out of this alliance, 
recordings which are Earl 
Scruggs' firs t, are "B lu e  
Yodel No- 4" and "W ill You 
Be Loving Another Man?" 
Both of these songs, and the 
road shows which coincided
ing musicians.
Monroe's musical unit suf­
fered a  grant loss when Flatt 
and Scruggs left in 1948. 
Together they formed the 
Foggy Mountain Boys and
of
Breakdown" (also known as 
the theme to "Bonaie and 
C lyde"). They established 
themselves as the most
i : Ear! Scruggs
popular o f  the Bluegrass 
groups, adding interesting 
twists to Bfll Monroe’s estab­
lished sound. For instance, 
they dropped the mandolin 
and added a dobro (a steel 
guitar usually held face up on 
die tap and played with a steel 
slide). In the '50’s, the Flatt 
and Scraps band was par­
ticularly popular with folk 
music loving beatniks and
I guess, Flatt and 
continued their alliance into 
the late sixties. They wrote 
to the Beuerty Hfl-
anything o f Lester Flatt since 
the spiit, but Ear! Scniggs 
went on to do Bluegrass and 
country style renditions o f 
popular songs. Fortunately, 
he either tired o f that, or ran 
out o f worthwhile material and 
has reformed a band, with his 
son Randy on guitar, plus a 
host of other fine musicians 
who topenier do musically
old
They've released a
they
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The above advertisement 
may have attracted flocks o f 
eager, d ip lom a-laden  
graduates a decade ago. but 
today at least one government 
agency is finding such recruits 
scarce commodities.
Tarnished by the numerous 
exposures revealing its clan­
destine activities, the Central 
Intelligence Agency (C IA )  
has lost much o f its post World 
War II appeal.
The C IA  once evoked the
1 .------*t\niv, ------------r  t A M a lp i \ M V O ; i i v i i n iimage in *  
espionage agent combating 
the Red Menace, risking life, 
limb, treachery and torture, to 
preserve the American Way. 
Action, adventure, intrigue, 
and romance — all just for the 
asking.
Years passed and “ Time”  
left us with a collage o f images 
linking the C IA  with Gestapo
Act o f 1947 under President 
Truman is a matter o f record.
During the '50s, C IA  direc­
tor A llen  D u lles , an 
Eisenhower appointee and 
brother o f the S e c ta r y  o f 
State, firm ly planted the 
“ cloak and dagger" routine in 
the mind o f  the American 
public. “ I am the head o f the 
silent service and cannot 
advertise my wares,”  is one 
o f his characteristic state­
ments. O verstepp ing the 
boundaries o f  the legislation 
that created his agency, he 
expanded the meaning o f “ in­
te lligen ce  ga th erin g ’ ’ to 
include the right to actively 
the atfairs o f other
nations.
Evidence compiled during 
the ’60s indicates that “ other 
nations”  did not exclude the 
U.S. The C IA  has been cre­
dited with the manipulation o f 
such diverse organizations as 
the N a tion a l Student 
A ssoc ia tion , Radio Free
fortune.
But. as in similar situations, 
the C IA  was able to proceed 
exactly as it pleased with or 
w ithout C ongress iona l 
approval. Its strength lies in 
a phrase o f  the National 
Security Act allowing it the 
right to "u n vou ch ercd  
funds.”  Meaning, simply, that 
no one in Congress really 
knows the actual C IA  budget.
A lso  in 1971, President 
Nixon issued an Executive 
Order placing the authority to 
oversee all intelligence opera­
tions (N a tion a l Security 
Agency. Defense Intelligence 
Agency, and armed forces 
counterparts) with the Direc­
tor o f the C IA . It's possible 
that never before has so much
awsuiAr ko^n nlaCPfiU U V M V V  A W  » » % »  r  «  — — — —-
in the hands o f one man in our 
government.
But to m aintain C IA  There is an artist named, gets in the form o f gargantuan 
worldwide operations, the Claes Oldenburg, who has sculptural replicas. By show-
C *  4  S t  S I  I t  I s  s t  /
o i v i ,  u n v  i m
D irec to r  needs recruits. 
Methods to fill positions are
Europe, and The AFL-C IO . both open and covert. Many
recruits are drawn from the 
armed services. A  mild exam­
ple o f  misleading civilian sol­
icitation are the advertise­
ments placed in college news­
papers for foreign language
It 's  common knowledge 
that the “ p r iv a te "  A ir  
America airlines, 167 aircraft 
inspired tactics, m ilitary and 9,300 employees, is a C l A 
coups in banana republics, front. A  civilian cover to allow 
and unlikely sounding names the U .S . to disclaim  any _ .
and places like Bay o f  Pigs and responsibility for embarrass- students with knowledge o f 
Pu eb lo . G on e  was the ing incidents. “ especially unusual languages
glamour o f the spy game. A  1971 report released by like Laotian and Swahili.”
But one characteristic has a subcommittee o f the Senate Th e  ads m ention
remained the same— the tight Foreign Relations Committee W ashington, D .C . as the 
v e il o f  sec recy  c lou d ing accused the C IA  o f waging a home office, but stipulate that 
Agency activities. Only a bare private war in Laos with a the applicant must be willing 
skeleton o f  facts are public; force o f  3,000 mercenaries, to serve abroad. That the 
that the C IA  is an intelligence Eariier, Congress had voted employer is the C IA  is never 
gathering agency established down a Pentagon request for mentioned, 
under the National S e c u r ity  funds to finance soldiers o f  A  more blatantly deceptive
device is the method allegedly 
used in recruiting foreign stu-
designs to construct a monu- ing toilets in a “ soft”  form of 
mental Teddy Bear in Central vinyl and kapok he gives them 
Park, New York.amonumen- new depths and values. It is 
tal windshield wiper in Grant this way o f looking at things 
Park, Chicago, replace the that places him amongst the 
Washington Monument with other Pop Artists. It is his ow n
an immense pair o f scissors, 
and place a mammoth copper 
toilet ball in the Thames River 
o f London.
This fellow is balding and
ability to metamorphasize a 
light switch into a sensual 
form that characterizes his 
brilliance.
It took time to develop his
has heavy eyelids. He kx>ks insight, and started to mature
s f r m r w
Sues has always been, 
is, an ethnic music. It is a folk 
music which exists mainly for 
its qualities o f  exprcss'ion. 
Mainly it is a means o f sharing 
a view o f the world among 
those to whom it is unique, in 
a culture or subculture. Thus 
a folk music's purpose is not 
to make money, or even to
ply to externalize one's 
feeling. Blues has been the
to
Not only can it be perceived 
ns n music, but it am also he 
understood ns na attitude. 
W i*  this m and , it is not at
has a lw ays risen  from  aa  
Made situation
altering with It s context. A  
folk music has one, the ethnic 
context.
However, the similarities 
between blues music and jazz 
music cannot be overlooked. 
Even the most recent jazz is 
full of catcalls and hollers. 
Much o f the intensity is 
rhythmic and articulate and 
yet still vocal. Everything in 
jazz is vocally (singing) 
derived as is tnie in African 
If you have difficulty 
to jazz, try rioting 
to the 
voices (yes, 
even the Aunts) It w fl be a 
bat eerie a 
a saxophone can say but it 
won’ t be loug before the
denis studying in the U .S. tc 
become agents in their home­
lands. Once a student reaches 
the States, he or she may be 
contacted by someone — a 
professor, another student, a 
government representative — 
and asked routine questions 
about the student's country. 
Generally, the contact offers 
a small sum o f money to com­
pensate for the student's time. 
A  receipt is signed for $10, but 
the addition o f a few zeros to 
a government receipt for 
“ services rendered" becomes 
a kind o f  blackm ail too l. 
Should the student refuse to 
cooperate, the contact may 
threaten to show the receipt 
to the foreign government, a
quite cerebral and is 44 yea i s 
old. He is one o f the pro­
genitors o f  Pop Art along with 
Jim Dine, Andy Warhol and 
James Rosenquist. Actually, 
he is in the mainstream o f what 
is left o f Pop Art. and he is 
also a real funny guy.
He comes from Stockholm 
(where he has plans for con­
structing a monumental wing 
nut) but he is an American 
artist, having lived the major­
ity o f  his youth in Chicago 
where his father was a Swed­
ish consul. As a child, he was 
reclusive, so to keep himself 
busy, he developed an imagi­
nary island named 
“ Ncwbern ," which was o ff  
the coast o f Africa. He drew 
up plans for buildings, clothes, 
and weapons, and peopled it 
w ith adroginous beings. 
Oldenburg purports that his 
childhood visions and inven­
tions laid the groundwork for 
his Inter artistic endeavors.
He graduated from Yale in 
1950 (he later gave them a
around IV60 with his first 
exhibit, “ White Objects" - the 
clutter and dejection o f New 
York mirrored in paper and 
string packages. Then there 
was his Ray Gun period (Nug 
Y a r backw ards o r New  
York ). This phallic device 
became an obsessive symbol 
appearing in ice cream cones 
and shoes. Then there was 
“ Streets" - a collage o f  the 
city and then “ The Store.”
In “ The Store.”  Oldenburg 
first started his giant object 
collection, which were placed 
in a store atmosphere called 
the Ray Gun Manufacturing 
Company. With the help o f  his
u  i f p  -. i  k . - .  AiA n r a 'i , *  n f  » t w »  « p u / .»« «•%>% tn^s W* mm *«
ing for the soft sculptures. 
Claes was abie to sense an 
environment he had created as 
well as the spiritual signifi­
cance o f hamburgers (the fast 
food, the product o f  the high­
way and tru ly  a fle s h y , 
feminine delicacy) and typew­
riters. He produced typewri­
ters in “ soft" form - glimmer-
finom Ms native country.
It sounds like 
from a bad novel, 
and more stories similar in 
i have begun so surface, 
m  u k  respectatne „ press.
monumental lipstick balm ing vinyl coHapsing into soggy 
mounted on a ca terp illa r  relaxation - and is  “ ghost" 
tractor), worked as a reporter form-stuffed pale canvas with
for a short while, studied art 
at the Chicago Institute 
(where there is presently an 
exhibit o f h is) and then
he moved to New York.
although it has vital
and wijL Perhaps it was N .Y . 
- a  c ity  o id e a b n rg  c a lls
, ~ A
lot is worth a8 the art 
ia the world,”  he says. By 
looking at out food and
“ keys like broken teeth.” 
There are also “ soft and 
ghost" drum sets and scissors 
and wooden and suede 3 way 
plugs and giant fag ends 
(cigarette butts) all created 
with Old 
rules m
1) l uneiiness-the use of con­
temporary symbols only.
2) It must be an object that 
touches the body - such as 
ciothes, food or
3) It
- “ If you ignore that you're 
he point, "  he 
There's a controversy
proposes the erection o f a 
tal drum pedal.
•Howard Kalish
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SECTION I'to be continued
O r
IKE BIRTH OF
F E M IN IS M  at GVSC
Services for Women 
In the G R  Area
There are many services for 
women that are offered in the 
Grand Rapids area. The usual 
dilemma is that the people 
who need them do not know 
how or where to get them. 
This week I want to discuss 
the serv ices  o ffe r e d  by 
Planned Parenthood and the 
newest service fo r Grand 
Rapids, the N ew  W om en's 
Clinic.
Planned Parenthood on 
Cherry St. SE is the c ity ’ s 
on ly  local fa c ility  where 
women may receive free pre­
gnancy tests and counseling. 
Women can find the necessary 
information to help with prob­
lem pregnancies. In cases 
where the pregnancy test is 
negative, women are given a 
pill to induce menstruation 
and told to have a pelvic exam 
which is also free at any one 
o f  the city's Planned Parent­
hood clinics which are open 
on different evenings through 
the week. It is important to 
stress the pills given to induce 
menstruation cannot abort the 
fetus and will have absolutely 
no e ffe c t  on a pregnant 
woman.
When the pregnancy tests 
are positive, women are coun­
se led  to the a lte rn a tiv e  
choices in dealing with the 
pregnancy. These include 
marriage, keeping the child, 
adoption, and abortion. The 
figures for 1972 show that out
There wsl! be a W<
o f 1382 women who came for 
counseling, 958 chose abor­
tion, NO chose marriage. 15 
chose adoption, 159 kept the 
in fant and i4G w ere  
undecided. Ages o f those 
coming for counseling ranged 
from 13 to 48, with the median 
age from 18 to 23.
As usual it is essential to 
stress that women come to the 
clinic as soon as they suspect 
pregnancy because the most 
alternatives are open. The 
easiest type and least expen­
sive abortion is available 
before the first 12 weeks o f 
pregnancy.
The New  Clinic for Women 
is opening on March 2 at 1520 
Plainfield N .E. (phone 363- 
683!). !t is ? non-profit organi­
zation which offers medically 
safe termination o f early pre­
gnancy (before 12 weeks ges­
tation). I  nis date is calculated 
from  the firs t day o f  the 
woman’s last period. Women 
will receive counseling, com­
plete physical and lab work, 
as well as excellent medical 
care. The total cost is $140.
These are just two facilities 
for women and their bodies. 
They are available to all and 
stress education and know­
ledge o f the dignity of woman 
and the joy  o f  familiarity with 
her own body.
By: Maureen Zajkowski
MISCARRIAGE 
let's try afun
lots more where that came 
from
I f  you want to call feminine 
the ability to sit quietly for 
long periods o f time... women 
in general may hold the gold 
medal.. .but I do not feel per­
sonally qualified. .. you know 
what I mean, sitting quietly 
just doesn't hold my interest 
anym ore. (A l l  you T .V .  
housew ives consum ing 
quietly at home take note) 
even though I'm not here to 
critic ize, mistruct and cut 
down other women: you know 
we're all sisters in the same 
female bag. . .we've seen it 
all together. . . including the 
quiet sitting scene.
Which brings me to the 
“ point" o f this discussion if 
there is one. . . the fact or 
esoteric legend o f Feminist 
Consciousness, that mythic 
monster whose myriad critics 
deny its existance. Perhaps 
that's because Feminist Con­
sciousness has been HIS- 
S TO R Y-C A LLY  content to 
sit quietly in the hills. . . 
meditating and reproducing 
for years.
Well I guess maybe I feel 
like one o f  the m onster's 
bratty little children that ran 
away from home in the hills 
to where nobody ever sits 
quietly anymore.. .but maybe 
I shouldn't generalize, just 
speak for myself. Certainly 
the m ove from  sheltered  
hom etow n to S T R E E T S  
U SA  is enough to wreajc some 
change in any woman's head.
. and who says three kids and 
a shiny kitchen is where it's 
at anymore? Who says there's 
no money jobs for women 
except Mrs. Wasp? Who says 
nobody but Mr. Wasp could 
fu lfill my wom anhood or 
inspire my creativity or treat 
me right?
O ther women tell me I 
sound bitter, cynical, sar­
castic. They are correct. 
Angry? Maybe. But it is aeon- 
trolled anger, a sympathetic 
and intuitive and pitiless anger 
that infuses all my acts with 
a dramatic, self-conscious 
kind o f power. Does it frighten 
you that a woman can he pow­
erful? Does it frighten you that 
a woman can judge you 
against her own soul and find 
you weak? Wasteful, dan­
gerous, cruel? or simply 
unnecessary. . .
A ll I can do is echo and 
amplify the vibrations o f the 
collective unconsciousness o f 
women.. talking about power 
is to me talking about this 
com pelling and beautiful 
force. . .indescribable and 
lovely is this unity I share w ith 
women with the earth the sea 
the moon. . .women become 
natural ecologists as they 
carry on with the socially- 
defined mother-
protector-and-nurturer o f life 
role. To protect and nurture 
the earth I want to bear no 
children capable o f rape. . .
Rape is a psychopathic state 
o f mind that is subtly encour­
aged and rewarded in our 
society. It is rarely punished 
either by law or by social out­
rage and pressure. . .Rather 
it is that our cultural heroes 
are hardened, rough, tough, 
aggressive men capable o f 
(m is) using the people and 
things o f the earth for personal 
gimme gimme kicks. . .if you 
know what I mean. Rape is 
the vibration o f  war, greed, 
poverty, slavery, oppression, 
overproduction, ecological 
unbalances and other 
synonyms and pseudonyms.
A  society built on Rape is 
uncontrollable, it eventually 
collapses from the karmic 
cause-eueci momentum o f its 
own values.
Feminist Consciousness 
maybe defined by an alternate 
value system though not com­
pletely since it transcends 
Values also; dissolving the 
whole black/white dualism of 
traditional morality into the 
collective totality o f the on-off 
tida l pu lsation  o f  the 
Universe, a philosophy o f  
R e la tiv ity , o f  cyc les  and 
d e lica te  balances. The 
philosophy o f Rape is one of 
personal isolation from other 
people; energy separation 
from the earth. . .an imper­
sonal object to be used, to sap 
energy from. Feminist Con­
sciousness implies no per­
sonal separations, no lines 
drawn and clearly defined 
between self and other. The 
Oneness o f self and other. . 
.awareness o f the actual inter­
dependence o f energies.. .the 
give/take balance between 
individual and universe. . .is 
really what it's all about. If 
you have trouble understand­
ing or relating to “ Women's 
Lib” , arc you a philosophical 
Rapist?
I already hear retorts that 
as a woman my weakness is 
to make these sw eep ing 
generalities with impudent 
cosmic overtones without 
rational and concrete practical 
evidence presented as argu- 
mental proof. Jesus did it too 
saying, “ G od  is L o v e " .  
Perhaps I derive my authority 
from  b e lie v in g  G o d 's  a 
feminist. Call it my Woman’s 
intuition. . .
Terra Faler
don’t say “tort” the baby,
sounds Ifce you misplaced it.
“let’s see, i hud it here 
a couple of days afo..
Alta
* 1 7 1
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RECYCLE
YOUR BOOKS
YOUR BOORS
13Mnrch 14 lurch 15 Friday, March 16
8:30-12:00
8:30-12:00
8:30-12:00
3:00-4:30 
12:30-4:30 
12:30-4:30 
12:30-4:30
5:00-7:30
5:00-7:00
5:00-7:00
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saginaw
valley
Rich N e il
Grand Valley had little 
trouble in defeating Saginaw 
Valley State College 106-79. 
The win raised the Lakers 
G L IA C  record to 5-1, while 
the loss dropped Saginaw Val 
ley's record to 0-7.
Saginaw Valley took an 
early seven point lead 20-13, 
but that was it for the Cardi­
nals as the Lakers took control 
o f the game and led 51-40 at 
halftime. In the second half 
the Lakers led by as many as 
35 points at one time.
Head coach Tom Villemure 
used four freshmen in the 
game. Don M yles saw the 
most action and looked very 
impressive. Tony Smith, Bill 
Young, and Rick Chickowski 
also got into the game.
Fred Roh topped all scorers 
with 32 points, he also set a 
scoring record for most points 
in a season with 621, surpass­
ing the record he set last year 
o f 600. Jeff Lende added 19 
points, while Tom Veltcamp 
and Pat Smith, each scored 10 
points. For Saginaw Valley 
Bis* Soper had 14, and Art 
Harris added 13 points.
ashland
The Lakers suffered their 
fourth loss o f the season Iasi 
Wednesday night at the hands 
o f Ashland College 83-76 in 
double overtime.
It took the Lakers six and 
a half minutes to get on the 
board because Ashland began 
the game with a stall, but by 
halftime the Lakers had done 
a lot o f scoring and led 32-26.
In the second half Ashland 
closed the gap and the score 
was close at all times. The 
Lakers lost the services o f Pat 
Smith midway through the 
second half on personal fouls. 
Tom Veltcamp also fouled- 
out near the end o f the game. 
Despite the loss o f the two 
starting guards the Lakers still 
had a chance to win in regula­
tion time, but Kimm Griffin 
missed a one and one with two 
seconds left, and the score 
was tied 66 all.
Jeff Lende sent the game 
into double overtime when he 
hit a 20 foot jump shot in the 
closing seconds o f the first 
overtim e period to tie the 
score up at 73 all.
Ashland controlled the sec­
ond overtime period and out- 
scored Grand Valley 10-3 to 
come away with a 83-76 sur­
prise victory.
Fred Roh led all scorers 
with a season high 39 points, 
Lende added 22. For Ashland 
Dennis Higgins and Tony 
Rice each scored 24 points. 
Kimm Griffin led all reboun­
ders with 15.
wayne state
On February 16, the Lakers 
set a new school record o f 18 
victories in a single season by
beating Wayne State 71-70 in 
overtime. The old record o f 
17 victories was set last year.
The win was by no means 
an easy victory for the Lakers, 
they tried very hard to let 
Wayne State win as they com- 
mitted one turnover after 
another. After trailing 37-33 at 
the half, the Lakers stayed 
close throughout the second 
half and even led for brief 
moments.
With 55 seconds to play it 
appeared as i f  the Lakers 
would lose because Wayne 
State had the ball and a three 
point lead. But Wayne States 
Bob Solomon drove fo r a 
layup and n;issed, he pro­
tested and was charged with 
a techn ica l foul and was 
ejected from the game. Fred 
Roh then sank the free throw 
and also scored a basket to tie 
the game after regulation time 
66-66.
There was very little scor­
ing in the overtime period and 
with 33 seconds left Jeff Lende 
went to the foul line for a one- 
and-one with the Lakers trai­
ling 70-69. Jeff missed the first 
fre e  th row , but go t the 
rebound and put it in for a 71- 
70 Laker lead. Tom Veltcamp 
intercepted a Wayne State 
pass in the final seconds to 
assure the victory.
Goiiie scoring honors went 
to Bob Solom on w ith  32 
points. For the Lakers Roh 
had 28, and Lende added 22.
women*
sports
~ By: Sheila Escott
tn •sL£•■
Co-captain Pat Baker was 
a key factor as the women’s 
basketball team dumped three 
more victims, and raised their 
season total to 7-2.
M uskegon  Com m unity 
College was the Lakers first 
victim as they were dumped 
46-34. High scorers were co­
captain Pat Baker with 13 
points (and 12 rebounds), 
Dana Lannen and Jan MaJ- 
lendine with 7 each. The 
Lakers hit 43% o f their five 
throws while Muskegon shot 
for 44%.
On February 16, the Lakers 
went on to defeat Central Michigan University 61-56. 
Pat Baker pumped in 20 points 
to lead the Lakers once again. 
She was assisted by Lined! 
Crampton with 11. G VSC ’s 
women’steam hit 9 of 21 from 
the free throw line. CMU sank 
12 of 20 for a respectable 60%.
Co-captain Pat Baker was
The Lakers had an easy time with 
Lake Superior State College, defeat­
ing the GLIAC rival 117-93.
The win was the 2 0 th  of the season 
for G ra n d  Valley. In the game Fred 
Roh set two scoring records, the 45 
joints he scored was four more than 
the record, 41 points in a game he 
set last year, also the old field- 
house record of 44 points fell.
irana Vaney recieved’ the’ third 
leed in the annual NAIA District 23 
basketball tournament starting March 
>th. Ferris was fated first, Hills- 
ile second, and Lake Superior fourtl 
Because of the low seeding the 
ikers first game will be Monday 
igainst Hillsdale at Hillsdale.Coach 
>m Villemure was quite disappointed 
rith the low seeding, Hillsdale's rec* 
>rd this year is 18-7, well below th< ‘cers 19-4.
The CAS Steering Committee 
“ randomly 'selected 680 CAS stu­
dent* to poO on the question o f 
graduate studies. The two qucs= 
dons asked were:
1. Should graduate programs be 
established at Grand Valley 
State Coleges?
2. If graduate studies are initiate
at G VSC, should they be 
associated only with the Col­
lege o f Arts and Sciences? 
One hundred and six students 
responded. The results were:
1, Yes - 93
No -13
2. Yea-63 
No -43
the Lakers downed Oakland 
64-37. She hit her season high 
of 22 points; Jan Malkndine 
got 10. The Lakers made 14 
of 29 shots from the charity !•  a n t e * *I..#r
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I .M ,  STANDINGS 
League I
Team
Ernies 
Brotherhood 
Flash Flood 
BB Bombers 
Power House 
Mens Union 
Sheep Flockers 
Ghetto All Stars
League II
DYLM
Bowery Boys 
Ho Names
Bunkers 4 4Buzzers 5 3St. Laudislaus 3 5Putkas 2 6EACFL 3 5Nemesis 0 8
League III
Peter Pacers 5 1Revolution 5 1Smittys 3 3V. Components 3 1J.J. 2 4EYB(s 2 4Wiry Ones 1 5White House 1 5
League IV
BVT's 7 1The Clan 6 264th St. 6 2Farley II 3 4Goofy Gophers 2 3
Machine Gunners 2 5Cowboys 4 4Spare Tires 1 5Banger 0 8
L eagu e  V
Delt Sigs 3 2
P h o en ix 3 2Marksmen 3 2
B V T 's  I I 3 2
L T D 's 1 2
P a c e rs  I I 2 3
TAMT 1 4
R ie v e r s 2 3
G i r l s
N a g a s k i 6 0
K o u rt S w eep e rs 5 1
J o c k e t te s 4 1
S i s t e r s 2 3
The Gang 2 4
T hunder T h ig h s 1 4
S t y le t t e s 0 6
l a k e  Superior  State  College won the GLIJC wrest ­
l ing  crown a f t e r  de feat ing  the Lakers in a dual 
meet las t  Monday, 19-13. Grand V a l l e y ' s  Rick 
Vaughn su f fe red  his  f i r s t  defeat o f  the season 
as the Lakers s l ipped  to a 4-2 conference mark.
Wrestling
. Hans Horstik . j .
February proved to be 
good month fo r the Grand 
Valley grapplers as they swept 
to four consecutive dual meet 
victories. On the seventh, the 
Lakers defeated Ferris State 
C o lle g e  39-10, qu ite  an 
im provem en t o v e r  th e ir  
earlier 21-19 verdict over the 
Bulldogs. Findlay College o f 
Ohio was the Lakers next vic­
tim as Coach Jim Scott’s char­
gers rolled to a 30-12 win.
WaynoState University fell 
victim  to the strong. Grand 
V a lley  squad on the 17th, 
being shutout 43-0. Senior 
Rick Vaughn recorded the
A i j l y  n j j i  / j f  m M t  w n f f in g
highly regarded Joe Tiberia on 
his back. Junior standout Jim 
Schclten  returned to the 
lineup after two months o f  
injury and decisioned his 
opponent at 142 lbs, 3-1. 
Superior decisions w ere
achieved by Mark
at 118 and Gary Chopper i67. 
W SU forfeited the last three 
matches.
Last Friday Grand Valley 
mads it four in a row by beat­
ing the Cardinals o f Saginaw 
Valley College, 42-3. Vaughn 
agsm led the Lakers with a pin 
at 118 lbs. Saginaw's Ray 
A lex a n d e r  record ed  his 
schools only win, decisaoning 
BUI Pahl at 167 lbs.
indoor Troth
r m
injuries and an overly phys­
ical two mile run prevented 
the Grand Valley State Col­
leges Indoor Track team from 
upsetting Aquinas College in 
a dual meet held two weeks 
ago Saturday at the latter’s 
fieId house. Aquinas survived 
and won 69-62.
The Lakers held the lead 
until the second to last event, 
the triple jump, where the 
t ommies' George Wiiiobee 
captured first place with a tri­
ple leap of 44’ 11” , anew field 
bouse record. At that point
W O M C f i
1149
good, 64-62.
Grand Valley's outstanding 
relay team of Gary Stroutaos, 
Louis Threats, Ans3 Cal- 
leadar and Dan Smith could 
have won the meet for the 
i a first place is the 
relay, but ou the fourth 
i. Threats fe l to 
the track with a pulled leg 
muscle, the former Grand
(freshm an. Hazel Park) and Tim Kohane all bettered 
required hospitalization for the 13 foot mark. Cooley had 
lacerations on his chest and earlier won the hishjuiq) with 
arms after he fell against the a leap of 6’ 2” while teammate 
edge of the sand pit. A protec- Fix placed second, 
tive mat had not been placed Aquinas showed great first 
over the sharp metal sides, place strength, winning ten 
Grand Valley's John Fix won events, placing second in four 
the jump with a leap of and third in seven others. 
21’ 10” . Aquinas collected Grand Valley had five firsts, 
second and third places. six seconds and four third 
Members of both teams places, 
were involved in a shoving Next week's scheduled 
match following the two-mile Grand Valley • HUsdale dual 
run. Tempera had flared dur- meet has been cancelled with 
ing the race when Laker Duff the Lakers next engagement 
Schad was boxed in by being the March 4. N A IA  
Aquinas runner Dave Sands, B u u m  Nc . 23 u f^  -  s?^  
John Cassini and Jerry Gum- State Colege.^fr 
bleton, thereby unable to
pass. After Grand Valley
*  -  —  — ---  ■  •  •
comphu 
wasn’t a 
the officials
Gumbleton and 
awarded Schad third place 
with a time o f 9:45.9.
However,
•V II
Horstik
thethat race
viously led Grand Valley 
sweeps in the 50 yard dash and 
300 yard run with times of 5.6
Mike
99 A
given first 
dons.
Grand Valley received a
.a  Oil ■ ---VflllllVM M  nan ananr gang  WOTBM
as Nick Chorny. Rick Cooley
aid
application natsrlala
fo r
year
ahould be
240.
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SPANISH CLUB 
ACTIVE
P r o f .  A n to n io  H e r r e r a  is 
p leased  to annou nce that the
m em bers o f  the Spanish C lu b  
have been engaged in several dif- 
t iv itie s  since the club
MorcH  1
l-a-days "l.ofca: Celebration of 
Life and Death" 50 cents.
Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship 
Christian Science Organization Mtg 
La Lucha Mtg.
l-a-days " l  .ml Caritoon." ' Rats." 
A  " It  should happen to a dog "
SI Admission 
March 2
ferent 
was created.
The club has collected $75.28 
to help those adversely affected 
by the earthquake in Managua. 
N icaragua. Th is  m oney w ill be 
used to support two families for 
tw o months duration. The money 
is b e in g  d i s t r i b u t e d  by  the 
churches in Nicaragua. A  special 
thank you to all those who made 
a contribution to this cause.
A lso , there are presently four­
teen students helping linguisti­
cally handicapped children in the 
W yom ing Pub.'ic School System.
A special Alcohol Commit- t 
tee has been discussing liquor j 
p o lic ie s  concern ing the i 
dorms, in order to help solve j 
some o f the problems. The [ 
members on the committee » 
are investigating other school j ' 
liquor policies and are sen- i 
ously trying to find the best * 
policy for college. r
l a days Same as above. 
March 3
l-a-days "Lost Caritoon." " li 
A  " I t  should happen to a dog 
$1 admission 
March 4
Campus Worship sponsored 
by Geneva Forum 
John XX I I I  Student 
Parish Folk Mass 
March 5
Navigator's Mtg.
March A
G.T. Room
purchases are under inves- Floor parties have been dis- i
tigation . These include a cussed in the context that they i 
piano, another sandwich and present a fire hazard with so i - 
milk machine (for the guys’ may participants in the flamm- j 
side), a “ real”  fire for the able halls and rooms. Now , j. 
hearth and a redecorating job parties (keggers. etc .) will >' 
for the pit, including a red shag probably be held in the G .T. \ , 
***•• •* ■*v,,,a u,ui u,v *w i«l Fuuin or maybe the Commons. - 
atmosphere at Copeland is When floor parties do occur j ’ 
being revived  immensely, they must be voted on by a a > 
Inter-dorm tournaments com- two thirds majority and each j ' 
ing up involve card playing, floor resident will only be j 
boxing and ping-pong (sign up allowed to bring, at the most, 
for this one now in the lobby), two or three guests. As goes 
The house has adopted a with the “ hospitality”  motto 
thirteen year old Thailander, o f Michigan, residents will be j ’ 
His name is Somsap Wongch- held responsib le  fo r  the a 
ern and anyone interested actions o f their guests, espe- j ' 
writing him may give their let- cially those under the influ- i
ters to Frosty. ence o f alcohol. Thus, open j ;
Robinson guest lists are out. They are j ’
Residents are planning on illegal because they involve an i >
various money-making exchange o f money, the sale j ;
activities. Ideas have been o f alcoholic beverages which a >
brought up at the House is against school policy. Pay- j ;
Council  meetings (which ing at the door to get into the j.
would apprec ia te  more party was especially out o f j; 
attendance) regarding a future line* a •
bake sale, a rummage sale and B. Y .O . parties are accept- j • 
a slave sale. Another pizza able as each person is respon- j | 
party is being planned with stale for his or her actions. a 
possible entertainment. However, the open containers j;
TRIVIA and glasses o f booze must be i ■
Copeland is planning an all kept out o f the halls. j ;
dorm party and dance the Thus, in the future, more j ’ 
beginning of spring break. It care will be taken in planning • 
will be for all three dorms’ par- and giv ing parties where }  
ticipetico. As of February 21, alcohol is concerned. For- i ■ 
fourth floor guy’s Robinson tunately, this does not neces- j ; 
hat had an season sarily mean that participants 3.
of basketball. Congndula- wil1 enjoy themselves less, j 
tions! Everyone will merely have to j '
act a bit more discreetly or a 
The Public Service Club is “ legally.”  1:
o ff the ground and running. — Roxann Burkey j !
G.T. Room
132 LH H  English Club Film
"Three Penny Opera"
134/6 LSH G VSC  Women’s Seminar 
132 LHH  English Club Film 
Same as above 
223/4 Com. G l USE Mtg.
118 Fac. B ,es Concert. Sam Lay 
J j r c h  7
132 LH H  English Club Film 
"The Silence"
LSH Community Council Mtg.
225 Com. John XX I I I  Student Parish Mtg.
132 LHH English Club Film.
Same as above
123 Man. R. A. Selection '73-74
118 Fac. Concert featuring MSC Jazz Band
$3 Admission 
March 8
Fac. Student Piano Recital
210 Mac. Christian Science
Organization Meeting 
142 LH H  La Lucha Meeting
121 Fac. Readers Theatre presents "Lorca:
Celebration of Life & Death"
M arch  9
G.T. Room Traffic Judiciary Mtg.
220 Mac. G .V . Christian Fellowship
118 Fac. G VSC  Concert featuring blues
singer Grover Washington Jr. 
$3.00 Admission
121 Fac. Readers Theatre presents "Lorca:
Celebration o f Life & Dea'h"
M arch  10
121 Fac. Readers Theatre. Siuvic as above
M arch  11
118 Fac. Gary Kirkpatrick, pianist o f Dusk 
Quartet from interlochen 
G .T . Room Campus Worship ipmiaorco 
by Geneva Forum 
G .T . Room John XXI11 Student 
Parish Folk Mass
March 12
114 LM H  English Club Film
"A ren ’t We Wonderful?”
114 LM H Same
220 Mac. Navigator's Meeting
118 Fac. G VSC  Student Recital
Free
March 13
Fac. Art Film
134/36 LSH G VSC  Women's Seminar
118 Fac G VSC  Faculty Woodwind
W anted: O ld comics, new (za p ) 
and o ld  ( M C )  plus o ld  R o llin g  
Stones. For research collection. 
CaH 396-3658 Holland, or ask for 
Pat Duncan at Lanthorn O ffice.
Want: Very Serious Bikers. Those 
interested in a bike tour, some­
w here toward the w est. Basic 
requirement: Spring Term , Light 
10speed. Great desire. P  S. V ery  
good fo r those into pair. Leave 
name and address with G inny ,
Apt. o f  sale: Funished. 5th A vc  
and 61st St.. N Y C .  A t $295.00C 
price just reduced) it’ s a bargain
On he 40th floor o f  the Pierre 
H otel, with sweeping views o f  the 
Park and the C ity. M aible floors 
and baths. Library, 2 ftilly equip­
ped k i tchens ,  p o w d e r  r oom ,  
sau na .  M a i n t e n a n c e  $1350 
m o n t h l y .  S E E I N G  I T  IS  
U N F O R G E T A B L E . T e l. (212- 
682-7559
|W ESTHAM PTON BEACH, L .I., 
Prime location. Exquisite ocean- 
front p rop erty . 220’ on ocean. 
Th ickly landscaped for complete 
privacy. High dune with beautiful 
v iew . $150,000. (516)653-4197.
S L E E P  L E A R N I N G
E Q U IP M E N T , A lpha  devices.7:30-9:307-10
8:15 Strange catalogue free. Autosug gestion . B ox 24-SR, Olympia,  
Washington.
3:304
7:30-9:30
8:15-10 EXCITING OVERSEAS JOBS. Directory $1.00. Research 
Associates, Box889-R, Belmont. 
California 94002.
OLD RADIO PROGRAMS O N  
CASSETTES  OR REELS. 
Thousands of your favorites live 
Main. Low prices, high quality. 
Catalogue 50 cents. Remember 
Radio, Box 25I3R, Norman. 
Oklahoma 73069.
BACHELOR’S DEGREE from 
Syracuse University. Liberal 
Studies or Business Administra-
iuuu Bcu-Mtiu; progress* ■ ci-
•onalized instruction and 
guidance. Some time on campus, 
write Independent Study Prog­
rams. Hoorn 205. Syracuse
University, 6!S East Fsyftt*
